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FIRE VULNERABILITY EVALUATION METllODOLOGY

FIVE

PLANT SCREENING GUIDE

LO INTRODUCP:ON

U.S. nuclear utilities are performing indhidual plant examinations (IPEs) as part of their responsibilities

outlined in the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission's (NRC) Severe Accident Policy Statement. These

IPEs are expected to yield improved understanding of the types of severe accidents relevant for cach plant

and provide utility management the information necessary to make prudent, cost.cffective changes to either

reduce the likelihood or consequcaces of such severe accidents. Most utility IPEs are currently limited to

an evaluation of what is refered to es internally initiated events. In the near future, the NRC Staff is

expected to request nucicar utilities to conduct indhidual plant examinations for externally initiated events

(IPEEE). External events to be addressed in this latter request are: scismic, fires, high winds, external

floods, and man-made hazards.

The Nuclear Management and Resources Council (NUMARC), through its Severe Accident Working Group

(SAWG), is coordinating industry activitics for the IPE and other programs related to severe accidents. As

part of this effort, in the past two years NUMARC has had numerous discussions with NRC Staff, their

contractors, representatives of industry, vendors, consultants and organizations, as well as utility fire

protection and risk assessment engineers. The objective of these discussions was to better define the nature

and scope of the severe accident risk from fires, the extent of existing plaat fisc pwtection, safe shutdown

design considerations and related surveillance activities, and the current state-of the-art of fire assessment

techniques.

The findings reached were that: (1) Certain aspects of current fire PRA methods are not as robust as those

for internal event PRAs, and (2) Each plant has al cady expended tremendous analytical and plant change

efforts enhancing their fire protection capabilities in response to the 10CFR50 Appendix R rule. Therefore,

the NUMARC SAWG concluded that development of a more cost effective and efficient examination

methodology bar.ed on available information and knowledge obtained from Appendix R implementation as

an alternative to the normal PRA process would be of benefit to the industry. At the request of NUM ARC,

the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) sponsored the preparation of this alternative Fire Vulnerability

Evaluation (FIVE) methodology.

|

|
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This report outlines the background and basis for the FIVE methodology and provides guidance to utilities

'in performing an examination of potential plant severe accidents caused by fire initiated events. FIVE is

oriented toward uncovering limiting plant design or operating characteristics (vulnerabilities) that make

certain fire-initiated events more likely than others. It provides a combination of deterministic and

probabilistic techniques for examining a power plant's fire probability and protection characteristics. It

includes a two phase progressive screening method and a third phase consist ng of a planti

walkdown/ verification process and documentation of the results and conclusions.

FIVE has been developed for implementation by plant personnel who are most experienced with their

plant's operations, fire hazards and fire protection features. The methodology provides these plant personnel

with guidelines to quickly screen the plant down to the most significant locations where vulnerabilities may

exist and then identify options to reduce the vulnerabilitics. FIVE provides the following features:

a. Screening Guidelines

b. Determination of Fire-inducco Failures

c. Determination of Non Fire Related Failures

d. Determination of Areas of Vulnerabilities

c. Determination of Potential Vulnerabilities

f. Guidance on corrective measures to reduce identified fire related vulnerabilities

g. Guidance on documentation for the IPEEE

h. Databases to quantify the frequency of fire scenario events

i. Fire llazard Assessment techniques for evaluating various fire exposures

j. An evaluation method that uses plant personnel, taking full advantage of the extensive evaluations

and plant fire protection programs and modifications implemented to satisfy the NRCs criteria

in 10CFR50 Appendix R.

Although the foundation of the FIVE methodology centers on providing assurance of the availabihty of at

least one train of the safe shutdown systems defined in a plant's 10CFR50 App'endix R safe shutdown

analysis, it IS NOT intended to be a re verification of that analysis. It is important, however, to analyre the
| plant "as is". For IPEEE purposes, an exemption to the NRC regulations does not necessarily constitute

an exemption to the IPEEE and the "as built" conditions must be modeled in the analysis. Planned plant

modifications (i.e., hardware or procedures) could be incorporated in the analysis as appropriate.

!
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FIVE has been developed for application at either PWR or BWR nuclear power plants.

Additionally, several potential risk significant items identified in NUREG/CR 5088, " Fire Risk Scoping

Study: Investigation of Nuclear Power Plant Fire Risk, including Previously Unaddressed iv. %* are

addressed in the FIVE methodology (Section 7.0).

Finally, although FIVE is not a complete fire PRA, it does provide very valuable and necessary input

information for a potential follow up fire PRA. Thus, the effort expended on FIVE would not be wasted

even if, subsequently, a utility decides to proceed with a full fire PfM.

,
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2.0 DI!FINITIONS

2.1 fire llarrier
Those structural componcuts (walls, floors and ceilings) that have been evaluated to be rated as defined

by nationally recogniref standards in hours of resistance to fire to pre. -e the spread of fire.
4

2.2 Fire Area

An arca, as defined in the Appendix R Analysis, sufficiently bounded by fire barricts that will withstand

the fire hazards within the fire area and, as necessary, to protect important equipment within a fire area

from a fire outside the area A fire area must be made up of fire barricts having at least a 2 hour fire

rating or equivalent, with openings in the barriers provided with fire doors, fire dampers and fire

penetration scal assemblics having a fire resistance rating at least equivalent to the barrict in which it

is installed.

Fire area boundaries mu be completely scaled with floor to-ceiling and/or wall to wall fire barricts

or where such boundaries are not wall to wall or Door to cciling with all penetrations scaled to the fire

rating required of the boundaries, an evaluation must have been performed by a fire protection engineer

and, if required, a systems engineer to assess the adequacy of the fire area boundaries to determine

whether they can withstand the fire hanirds within the area and protect important equipment in the area
''

from a ' ire outside the area.

A Grc arca boundary may also include fire wrap assemblics (for cxample, cable trays or conduits) with

a 3 hour fire rating. For purposes of the Phase I analysis, only structural barricts and 3 hour fire wraps

will be consideied fire area boundaries.

2.3 Safe Shvidown Sy31o

Structures, systems, cables (power, instrumentation and control), equipment and components within the

Appendix R framcwork identified to achieve and maintain sub-critical reactivity conditions in the reactor,

maintain reactor coolant inventory, and ma!ntain safe and stable shutdown conditions following a fire

initiated event. Passive components, such as pipes, tanks, heat exchangers and manual valves will be

assumed to be unaffected by fire.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _
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2.4 Fire Comnartmtal

A space bounded by non. combustible barriers where heat and products of combustion from a Grc within

the enclosure will be substantially confined. The barriers may have open equipment hatches, ladderwap,

doorways or unsealed penetrations.

2.5 Fire Initiated Fven!

An event from a fire in any area that results in a demand for safe shutdown functions c. reactor trip,

loss of feedwater, inadvertent opening of PORVs, etc.) while at the same time damaging safe shutdown

components of at least one train or shutdown path.

2.6_Miticatinc Systems

Ple nt systems including equipment, cables, s.tructures, and components available to replace the function

of safe shutdown equipment assumed damaged by a Orc in a given fire area.

2.7 ,Ings,r

A safe shutdown component or intervening combustible material such as a cable tray being exposed from

a fioor bred fire source. This term is applied in conjunction with the Grc modelling methodology in

Pi ase 11.

2.8 Sntem Unavailability

The probability of the system being unavailable to perform its intended function due to the system being

out-of. service, a standby failure or failure to function on demand.

2.9 AlRInge Safe Shutdown Svstra

Structures, systems, cables (power, instrumentation and control) equipment and components identified

within the Appendix R framework to replace the function of safe shutdown systems.

._
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3.0 itESOUltcEs

I 3.1 heject Team Outdifientions

The FIVE methodology has been developed for use by plant personnel or indhiduals familiar with the

plant's Appendix R analysis, safe shutdown systems and shutdown paths, fire protection program, fire

hazards and fire protection systems. This analysis rhould be performed by a project team consisting of

qualified fire protection engineers, plant systems engineers and utility personnel familiar with the plant's

Individual Plant Examination (IPE).

3.2 Plant Soccific II.gfnence Materiab

Example tcference materials recommended to perform FIVE include:

a. IPE Front end Analysis

b. Plant Fire llazards Analysir,

c. Appendix il Safe Shutdown Analysis

d. Plant Fire llarrier Drawings

c. Cable Tray / Conduit Itouting Map.s and Cable Schedules

d. Fire Protection Inspection and Maintenance Procedures

f. Fire lirigade Training Procedurer,

g. Emergency Operating Procedures and Appendix 11 Safe Shutdown Procedures <

h. Plant Final Safety Analysis lleport (FSAR)

!
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4.0 FIVE METIIODOLOGY

I 4.1 IntroductioD

The FIVE Methodology is a screening technique based on conservative assumptions using industrial and

plant specific data bases for evaluating fire event sequences. The overall objective is to determine the

availability of plant equipment, cabling and compcments necessary to achieve and maintain safe and

stable shutdown of the reactor (i.e. maintain reactor reactMty, coolant inventory and decay her.t removal

control) and thereby prevent core damage. The methodology considers all plant areas and focuses on

(but is not limited to) the availability of Appendix R Safe Shutdown equipment remaining free of fire

damage. Appendix R equipment has been chosen since this equipment has been previously reviewed

to ensure a minimum set of equipment would be available (free from fire damage) to shutdown the

plant under the conditions and criteria established in 10CFR$0 Appendix R. Additional equipment can

also be credited in the analysis. Appendix R conditions such as loss of off site power do not have to be

artificially imposed but only considered to the extent that they are likely to occur as a result of thr.

. postulated fire. Note, however, that the intent of the methodology is to study the pLnt *as built". Thu.,

exemptions to Appendix R that may lead to potential vulnerabilities must be included "as is' in the

analysis.

FIVE provides a method to determine the availability of plant equipment by evaluating the combin2tien-

of events that lead to fire damage and loss of a safe shutdown function. Figure 4.1 shows the geaeral

combination of events that were considered in the methodology. FIVE uses a progressive scree sing

approach based on quantifying the:

1. Freyuency of fire ignition in specific plant areas.

2. Availability of automatic suppression systems

3. Availability of redundant / alternate safe shutdown systems

4 Probability of having sufficient combustibles and heat release to cause damage to safe shutdown

systems.

5. Probability of Manual Suppression Effectiveness

1

_--.________ _ ____ _ _ ____ _ __ ____ __
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FIVE is designed for application by a project team c<msisting of plant personnel familiar with the plant's

IPE. a Plant Systems Engineer familiar with Appendix R and the plant's safe shutdown analysis, and a

Fire Protection Engineer familiar with the plant's fire protection program, fire protection systems, fire

hazards analysis, and how they relate to the Appendix R safe shutdown analysis.

In performing FIVE, the project team will be required to apply their engineering judgment in order to

assess how well the plant satisfies the intent of a specific step in the methodology. The project team

must be prepared to support their position and rationale in selecting the numbers that are input into |
the screening steps. The steps are arranged progressively, but may be implemented in any order I

depending on the difficulty of application for the particular area or compartment of concern. If at any

point in the process, the frequency of losing a safe shutdown function is less than 1E.6/ reactor year, the

Ivulnerability to the plant from a fire at that location will not be considered significant and can be
1

screened out from further evaluation. Figure 4.2 shows the flow diagram for the overall Fire

Vulnerability Evaluation.

FIVE consists of three Phases:

Phase 1. Fire Area Screen (Qualitative Analysis)

Phase 11. Critical Fire Compartment Screen (Quantita he Anahsis)
'

Phase III, Plant Walkdown/ Verification and Documentation
.

The following provides a description and scope of each screen along with the resulting output that can

be expected. Each phase utilizes guides and data worksheets that will direct the project team through

the evaluation process. These guides, data worksheets and other necessary data base resources can be

found in Attachments 10.1 through 10.6. Attachment 10.7 provides the technical basis for FIVE's Fire

llazard Evaluation methods.

-_
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4.2 Deneral Unds

4.2.1 Fire Initiated Events

FIVE's objective is to identify potential plant vulnerabilities from Gres that could result in the loss

of safe r,hutdown functions necessary to maintain reactivity, coolant inventory and decay heat

| rernoval to control and prevent damage to the core. Therefore, the methodology concentrates on

searching for fires in any area of the plant that could require the need for safe shutdown functions

(e.g. plant transient leading to automatic or manual plant trip), or administsative controis requiring

a controlled shutdown and at the r,ame time damage safe shutdown components (structures,

equipment, cables or controls) associated with at least one of the identified shutdown paths. Plant

areas where a fire cannot create a fire initiated event, shutdown, or cannot cause the loss of r,afe

shutdown functions will tw screened from further evaluation.

Note: Ucfore screening out an area on the basis that no plant trip or controlled shutdown would

result from a fire the FIVE team should confirm this assumption with qualified operations

and c!cctrical/ systems enginects in order to confirm that no further analysis is warranted

in Phase 11.

4.2.2 Eautoment Survival Fron, Non Tierma! Erwirontnental Effects of Smoke
'

For the purposes of this evaluation, the potential detrimental short or long term effects of

combustion products on the ability of safe shutdown equipm rnt to continue to function in smoke

filled environments or the evaluation of smoke transport throughout buildings is not being

considered. The present state of knowledge regarding the uctual cffccts of combustion products

is inadequate to allow any specific treatment of the issue at this time, llowever, the detrimental

short term effcets of smoke on equipment are not believed to be significant.

It is prudent, however, that the FIVE team be aware of and sensitive to potential negative impact

of smoke and products of combustion on human performance. products of combustion may

reduce visibility or otherwise hinder access and thereby affect timing of local operator actions and

firefighting performance.

_-___ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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$.0 PilASE 1 - FIRE AREA SCREEN (OUALITATIVE ANALYSIS)
5.1 Jnumiuction

This Phase provides a method for quickly screening plant areas whose loss due to fire will have no

impact on the ability to achieve and mainte.in safe shutdown. Figure 5.1 shows the flow diagram for the
Phase I methodology.

The evaluation is performed on a fire area by fire area basis. An exposure fire is assumed to occur

within each fire area and all safe shutdown components within the fire area are considered damaged by
the fire. At the same time, the normal redundant or alternate shutdown path outside the fire area is

assumed to be unavailable. The fire is confined to the boundaries of the fire area.

The project team determines if this fire initiated event has the potential to result in a demand for safe

shutdown functions (eg. reactor trip, loss of feedwater, stuck open PORV) while simultaneously
damaging safe shutdown components in the fire area. If not, the fire area can be rarcened out.

5.2 Phase 1 Ilasis and Assumpdgn,s

5.2.1 Fire liarricr Availability

The Phase 1 Screen takes credit for fire area boundaries (see Definitions 2.1 and 2.2) being
*

effective in controlling a fire from spreading to the other side of a fire barrier. This is based on

an assumption that the plant can demonstrate that the fire barriers and their components (i.e. fire

doors, fire dampers and fire penetration seal assernblies) are being inspected and maintained on

a regular basis in accordance with established plant surveillance procedures. This plant fire barrier

surveillance program should be able to satisfy the intent of the guidelines in item II of the Sandia

Fire Risk Scoping Study Evaluation (Attachment 10.5).

Fire barriers reviewed as part of the plant's Appendix R Safe Shutdown Analysis are also assumed

to be designed and installed correctly in accordance with good fire protection engineering practice
and nationally recognized fire protection standards.

_
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5.3 Phase 1 Procedure

Phase I is performed using the Phase I Screening Guide anu a able 1 in Attachment 10.1. Table 1

provides a matrix for displaying Safe Shutdown Systems located in each plant fire area.

A fire area can be screened out from further evaluation if:

1. There are no Appendix R safe shutdown components in the fire area

OR

2. Following a fire initiated event in a fire area, there is no demand for safe shutdown functions

because the plant can maintain normal plant operations (eg. fire causing loss of one fire pump).

If however, there is any doubt whether the plant would require the shutdown equipment, then

assume they will and do not screen the area out. The project team should consult with the

olant operations staff to make this determination.

Alternatively,if the project team (; cts there is little benefit or few areas that would be screened out in

Phase I, it can be bypassed altogether and the project team can move on to the Phase 11 Screening

Method.

5.3.1 Sten 1: Identify Plant Fire Areas

The plant should be dhided into pir.nt fire areas that conform to Dennition 2.2. This will apply

to any enclosure bounded by fire barriers. This step could be accomplished using plant general

arrangement and elevation drawings and highlighting the fire areas including location of system

fire wrap enclosures. Identify each fire area using a numbering system or method that relates to

the plant's Appendix R Safe Shutdown Analysis. Credit can only be taken for fire area barriers

that are included in the plant's inspection, testing, and maintenance program.

List the fire areas down Column P,in Table 1. (Attachment 10.1)
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53.2 Sten 2: Identify PlanLSafe Shutdown Systems

List the systems necessary to maintain the plant in a safe and stable shutdown condition that were

credited in the Appendix R Analysis along the top row in Table 1. For example, the major safe

shutdown systems might be the safety injection pump (SIP), residual heat removal system (RIIR),

reactor core isolation cooling system (RCIC), or other safe shutdown paths used in the plant's

Appendix R safe shutdown analysis.

533 Sten 3: Perform Fire Area vs. Safe Shutdown System Screen

1. Evaluate cach fire area listed in Column B of Table 1 and place a corresponding T in each

column below the safe shutdown systems having components or equipment associated with that

shutdown system within the fire area that are susceptible to fire damage. (See Definition 23)

Passive components, such as pipes, tanks and manual valves will be assumed unaffected by fire

within the Appendix R framework.

2. After reviewing Table 1, any fire areas that do not hava safe shutdown system equipment, cables

or components (no T's) can be screened out. An T should be placed in Column C of Table

1 for each fire area screened out. The letter 'A'should be placed in Column D of Table 1 for

each fire area that satisfies this condition.
.

-

4

3. For those areas not yet screened, the next step is to perform an evaluation of the safe shutdown

functions that would be lost due to a fire within the fire area.

53.4 Sten 4: Perform Fire Area vs. Safe Shutdown Function Evaluation

1. Evaluate cach fire area having safe shutdown equipment.

2. Assume all safe shutdown system components (within the Appendix R framework) in the fire

area are damaged and that the normal alternate shutdown path is unavailable.

3. Determine if this condition would demand the need for safe shutdown equipment at the time

of the fire. Plant operators and/or electrical / systems engineers may need to be consulted to

determine the appropriate response for a given fire area scenario. If the scenario would not

create the need to shutdown using this equipment under normal operating conditions (not an;

Appendix R scenario invohing loss of off. site power) then the fire area could be screened out

(eg. fire in the fire pump house). If however, there is any doubt whether the plant would

shutdown for a fire in a given fire area, assume the plant would shutdown and do not screen

the area out in Phase I.

-
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4. If a fire initiated event occurs in a fire area but does not cause a demand for safe shutdown

functions in that fire area, then the fire area can be screened out. An T r.hould te placed in

Column C and T (representing this basis for screening) listed in Column D of Table 1,
a

The plant must le prepared to support the logic for screening out a fire area. Appendix R

documentation can be used to support project team decisions.

Fire areas not screened in Table 1 after completing the Phase i Fire Arca Screen are

considered significant fire areas that will require further evaluation in Phase !! of this

methodology.

,

- - _ - _ - - - _ _ - _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ _ . - _ - - - - _ _ - - - - _ _ . - _ . - _ - _ _ - _ - . - . _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _
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6.0 PilASE II: FIRE COMPARTMENT SCREEN (OUANTITATIVE ANALY$1S)

6.1 Introduction

The purpose of Phase !! is to identify potential fire vulnerabilities to equipment, components and cables

necessary to assure the capability for safe and stable plant shutdown conditions. Figure 6.0 shows the

general overall flow diagram for the Phase !! methodology.

Plant areas will be reviewed on a fire compartment basis (See Definition 2.4) in this Phase of the

methodology. The fire compartment concept is introduced at this point to allow for a more realistic

evaluation of the fire's plume dynamics and resulting hot gas layer at the ceiling The objective is to

estimate the temperature rise and potential for damage to safe shutdown components in the

compartment or for spreading fire to adjacent compartments. Potential fire scenarios will be defined

by the location of expected combustibles (both fixed and transient) within the fire compartment. Each

fixed combustible and the worst case credible transient combustible fire scenario will be examined to

determine the likelihood of producing temperatures sufficient to cause loss of safe shutdown functions.

Plant areas will be evaluated 'o determine the likelihood of a fire starting in any given plant location and

growing to. damage safe shutdown components while considering the simultaneous availability of the

identified redundant /alternat .afe Ardown comp (ments to achieve their safe shutdown function.

Phase 11 is basically a five step progressive probabilistic evaluation (shown in Figure 6.0) that considers

the sequence of events which must occur to create the loss of safe shutdown functions based on the

event tree in Figure 4.1. Step 1, Fite Ignition Frequency and Step 3, Critical Combustible Loading

Evaluation involve multiple sub steps. The sequence of these sub steps are shown in flow diagrams in

Figures 63.1.2 and 633.2, respectively. Corsideration for fire suppression methods (automatic rmd

manual) are included in Steps 3.2 and 33 on Figures 63.1.2 and 63 3.2. Figure 63.5 shows the flow

diagram for evaluating Fire Suppression Availability. As in Phase 1, the methodology focuses on

Appendix R safe shutdown systems since this is a set of equipment made available to safely shutdown

and control plant operations for a fire anywhere in the plant.

|

l

i
1

, , - - -. - . - - -- . -
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Phase 11 involves developing and assigning frequencies to the sequence of events necessary for a fire in

conjunction with other unrelated component unavailabilities to result in the complete loss of a safe

shutdown function. If this probability is less than IE-6/ reactor year at any point in the process, the fire

compartment can be screencd out from further evaluation and the plant's vulnerability from a fire in this

nre compartment will be considered insignificant.

The steps are considered indercadent. They should be evaluated in the sequence provided in the flow

charts. Note that either Step 2 'or" htcp 3 can be performed after Step 1 in Figure 6.0. The project

team may recogni7e that the IE 6/ reactor year screening threshold may be reached with less effort by

following the Step 3 flow path first for different fire compartments. If so, the project team may consider

this path first if it allows them to reach the 1E-6/ reactor year threshold sooner.

6.2 Phase II Ilasis and General Assumptions

6.2.1 Appendix R Fire Protection Provides Adequate Srgnation between Shutdown Paths.

In Phase 11 of the methodology, credit will be taken for adequate fire protection separation

between redundant / alternate shutdown paths if the separation satisfies the 10CFR50 Appendix R

separation criteria. This assumes that a fire expos ng one safe shutdown path will not also exposei

its redundant / alternate path at the same time if separation of the two systems has been-

satisfactorily demonstrated in conformance with Appendix R requirements.
'

6.2.2.6ppendix R Enulomert Availability.

Phase 11 focuses on evduating the availability of Appendix R equipment to demonstrate the plant's

ability to safely shutdown from a fire. This study emphasites Appendix R equipment because:

1. Structures, components, cables and support systems for this equipment have already been

extensively evaluated to determine their routing and location throughout the plant; and

_ -. _ __ . _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - __
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2. Significant analysis of associated electrical circuits (spurious operation and isolation, etc) and

plant fire protection features have been implemented to protect such equipment from fires i

|

identified in the Appendix R analyses. i

|

This permits maximum efficiency in the use of utility time and effort required to perform the |
|
'

analysis.

Although this limitation reduces the effort of the analysis, it is also expected to be conservative

since there may actually be other alternative (l.c. non-Appendix R) systems available to plant

operators that may compensate for the loss of the Appendix R equipment. FIVE and external

event risk assessments are not bound by the initial condition assumptions required when

performing the Appendix R Safe Shutdown Analysis (i.e. loss of off site power at the same time

as a fire). Other plant systems nn be included in the analysis if the utility can verify the k> cation

of equipment and cables and can determine that they also meet the independence criteria. The

availability of these systems due to effects other than fire must also be considered.

6.23 Fire Comnartments

Phase !! takes a more realistic look at the frequency of fire damage to the safe shu:Lu systems

exposed to a fire rather than assuming the systems are automatically lost, as in Phase I and the

Appendix R Safe Shutdown Analysis. This requires an evaluation of fire growth within the fire

compartment (see Definition 2A) where the released energy will be confined. The use of fire

compartments allows an evaluation of a fire's plume and hot gas layer exposure to safe shetdown

targets. Using fire compartment boundaries, the temperature rise and thermal cifcets to safe

shutdown components can be more realistically estimated to determine the potential for damage

or fire spread to adjacent compt.rtments.

|

t

|
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A typical fire compartment is bounded by non-combustibic barriers at the ceiling and walls (with

minor,if any, openings near the ceiling) extending from the ceiling to the floor where a descending

hot gas layer from the postulated fire can be created. For purposes of this analysis, openings in

the ceiling boundary such as hatchways, ladderways or doorways will be assumed closed to confine

hot gases. This assumption will teruit in a faster descending hot gas layer in the compartment.
~'

Ilowever, the project team fire protection engineer must consider the significance of hot gases

spreading to the upper floors and the proximity of combustibles to determir.c if there is a potential

for fire spreading to the floor above.

63 Phase 11 Procedtttg

All plant locations not screened out in Phase I should be considered in Phase 11. Each of the remaining

plant locations should be divided into appropriate fire compartments (per Definition 2.4) for evaluation.

A Fire Compartment Critical Screen Data Sheet (CSDS) and Critical Combustible Data Sheet (CCDS)

should be completed for each fire compartment (See Attachtnent 10.2). The fire compartment should

be identilled and barrier boundary descriptions provided or a highlighted plant plan drawing showing
t

the fire compartment boundaries should be attached to the data sheets for that compartment. The

Phase 11 Fire Compartment Screening Guide (See Attachment 10.2) and data sheets provide a step-wise

approach for evaluating each fire compartment. Generic industry data base inputs for certain steps are

provided in Reference Tables 1 through 3 in Attachment 103. A description of each of these steps,

special considerations and method of calculation follows. References identifying where the necessary

data inputs might be found for each step are listed in the Fire Compartment critical Screen Data Sheet.

63.1.S.gp 1: Ignition Source Fre.qugary

63.1.1 Ilacis and Anumotions

This step provides for an evaluation of the potential ignition source frequency for a fire

compartment (F ). Generic fire frequencies for typical buildings in tbc nuclear industry have beeni

compiled by EPRI M. The data for this data base was compiled from the following sources:

1. NRC Daily Plant Status Reports (DPSR)

2. Unpublished EPRI Fire Data liase EPRI RP 26391

3. Molor Common Cause Initiating Events Study, Shoreham Nuclear Power Station

4. Seabrook Station Probability Safety Assessment Section 9.5

5. Nuclear Power Plant Fire 1.oss Data (EPRI Report NP 3179), July 1983.

6. W.T. Wheelis ' Users Guide for Personal Computer - Ilased Nuclear Power Plant Fire Data+

Ilase" (NUREG/CR 4586), August 1986'

7, Utility responses to an EPRI questionnaire.

_. ___
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A total of 800 cvents over a period from 1(Xi$ 1988 were identiGed from 140 IlWR and PWR

units across the United States representing a total sample size of about 1300 reactor years of

operation. The data includes fire incidents caused from both fixed and transient ignition sourecs

due to normal plant operations and maintenance activities. It provides actual nuclear power plant

fire incident experience to assist in determining the likelihood of a fire in typical power plant

buildings. The fire ignition frequencies identified from this generic data base are mean values

which represent a typical condition for the industry. This generic data was used to develop

Reference Tables 1.1 and 1.2 in Attachment 103 for use in establishing Fire ignition Frequencies

for similar fire compartments in nuclear power plants.

The Generic Fire Data Ilase Reference Tables can be used directly for implementation of this

methodology using the following procedure or can be superseded or modified by a plant specific

fire incident data base.

63.1.2 Steo 1: Procedure

The following provides a procedure to evaluate fire compartment specific fire ignition frequencies.

The four step procedure uses two Reference Tables 1.1 and 1.2 included in Attachment 103 and

is illustrated in Figure 63.1,2. The data celec:c,! :.ad calculations performed should be listed on

a separate Fire Compartment Ignition Source Data Sheet (ISDS) (Attachment 10.2 Table 3) for-

each fire compartment.

Step 1.1: Select a Locatiom - Select from Reference Table 1.1 in Attachment 10.1, the appropriate

location (room or building) which corresponds best to the fire compartment in question.

The appropriate location is the most specifically applicable one. For example,if a Grc

compartment is a 480 volt switchgear room in your Auxiliary Iluilding, the switchgear

room location should be selected in preference to the Auxiliary !!uilding. Some

locations may be specific Appendix R fire areas (e.g. control room, cable spreading

room, etc.); other locations may contain more than one Appendix R fire area

(e.g. Auxiliary fluilding). Some ignition sources, (e.g, cables and transformers), are

best apportioned by ignition source on a " plant. wide * basis. One has to account for the

contribution from these ignition sources when they nppear in the given location. List
i

the selected location on the ISDS in Attachment 10.2 - Table 3.
t

i

1

(

i

|- . . _ _ _ _ -. - _ - _ _ - - - _ _
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Step 1.2: Determine a Weightine Factor for the toegico. (WFg Determine a weighting factor

for the location seketed in Step 1.1. This weighting factor will be used to translate !
lgeneric fire frequencies for a location to specific, single unit fire frequencies. The -

weighting factors are designed to account for the relative amount of ignition sources in |
'

your plant compared to the * average * plant. Reference Table 1.1 in Attachment 10.3

provides, for each generie location, the method for calculating these weighting factors.

Alternatively, for a certain type of ignition source, (e.g., electrical cabinct), the number

is roughly the same in each compartment in a kication. The weighting factor can be

the reciprocal of the number of compartments. List the selected WFo on the ISDS in 1

Attachment 10.2 Table 3.

Step 1.3: Determine n Weightine Fi,nor for Each Tvoc of Icnition Source (WF ) Referencei3

Table 1.2 lists the ignition sources typically found in each fire location. List the

number and each type of ignition source in the fire compartment as well as the total

number in the (room or building) location selected in Step 1.1 on the ISDS. In general,

calculate the weighting factor for each type of ignition source in the fire compartment

by dividing the number of that type of ignition source in the fire compartment by the

{ total number in the generic location selected in Step 1.1. For example, the weighting

factor for pumps in an Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) pump room would equal the

number of pumps in the AFW pump room dhided by the number of pumps in the

Auxiliary lluilding (if the AFW pumps were the only ones in the room). If for certain

types of ignition sources. (e.g., electrical cabinets), the number of ignition sources is -

roughly the same in each compartment in a location, the weighting factor can simply

be computed as the reciprocal of the number of compartments in that location. The

footnotes in Table 1.2 provide specific guidance for each ignition source.

Step 1.4: Glculate the Fire Compartment Fire Frecuency (F ) Reference Table 1.2 also lists3

the fire frequency for each ignition source by location. Calculate the lire compartment

frequency for each ignition source (F ) by multiplying: 1) the fire frequency (F ) fromg g

Reference Table 1.1 for an ignition source present in the fire compartment, ' 2) the

I weighting factor for that ignition source as calculated in Step 1.3, (WF s) and 3) thet

weighting factor for the location determined in Step 1.2 (WF ). Repeat the calculationt

for each ignition source and sum the results to obtain the total fire frequency F for
3

that fire compartment. List F at the bottom of the ignition Source Data Sheet (ISDS)

and in the right hand column corresponding to Step 1 on the Fire Compartment Critical

Screen Data Sheet (CSDS).

_ , __ __ _ __ _
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FIGURE 6.3.1.2
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Following the flowpath shown in Figure 62,if F is less than or equal to 1E 6/ reactor year, theng

the fire compartment can be screened out from any further evaluation. This result indicates that j

there are no significant fire vulnerabilities in this fire compartment. |

|

If F is greater than 1E 6/ reactor year, there still may be a potential for fire vulnerabilities in this
3

fire compartment. Further evaluation is required or apparent corrective actions could be taken

that would allow this compartment to be screened out. The project team should decide if Step 2
1

or Step 3 should be performed next. The choice is based'on the path that will allow reaching the 1

IE-6/ reactor year threshold sooner. (See Figure 6.0)

63.2 fiten 2: Redundant / Alternate Shutdown Path Unavailability

63.2.1 flasjs and Assumotions

This step uses the assumption that Appendix R fire protection is adequate to prevent a fire from

damaging both the primary and redundant / alternate shutdown paths from a single fire event if

they are separated in accordance with Appendix R separation criteria.

63.2.2 .SRn 2: Procedute

The purpose of this step is to evaluate the likelihood of redundant / alternate Appendix R safe

shutdown paths being unavailable at the same time a fire occurs within a fire compartment.

The safe shutdown system unavailability data (see Definition 2.8) necessary for this step, are

generally developed and available from the front end analysis of an IPE (or Level 1 PRA).

First, the safe shutdown systems within the fire compartment and their corresponding alternate

shutdown systems must be identified. These may include systems identified in the Appendix R

analysis or other mitigating plant systems that could replace the safe shutdown functions that might

be lost due to the fire. Multiple alternate paths can be included in the analysis if all components

and equipment including power, control and instrumentation cables and any local operator actions

are separated from the fire location in conformance with Appendix R fire protection separation

criteria.

|
l
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Given that a fire initiates and damages the safe shutdown systems in the nre compartment,

calculate the probability of having the redundant / alternate shutdown path systems unavailable.

Tbc safe shutdown avstem unavailability could be obtained from the associated fault trees for the

shutdown system equipment and components generated in the IPE. If redundant / alternate

shutdown path systems are located in the same fire compartment, review each path separately

assuming the loss of only one path from a single fire at a time as long as the separation between

paths is in conformance with Appendix R fire protection separation criteria. The overall

redundant / alternate safe shutdown system unavailability (P ) will be the product of each alternate2

safe shutdown path unavailability.

P * P .t X P .2 XPM . . . x P .12 2 2 2

List the redundant / alternate safe shutdown system unavailability (P ) in Step 2 of the Fire2

Compartment Critical Screen Data Sheet for cach safe shutdown systern within the fire

compartment. The likelihood of initiating a fire, and failing to restore the lost function (s) with

alternate / redundant systems is thus determined by:

F=FxP2 2

If F is less than or equal to 1E-6/rcactor year then the Grc cetgartment can be screened out-

2

from further evaluation, if the combustible loading and Grc mod. ling Step 3 (P,,i) has not yet

been evaluated, the project team should qualitatively review the potential for fire spread beyond

the fire compartment. This review should determine if there is any likelihood of the fire spreading l

to the adjacent compartment to adversely impact other safe shutdown systems or the redundant

path,

if F is greater than IE 6/ reactor year the evaluation of this Grc compartment must continue to2

relax other conservative assumptions in the analysis and further examine the events in the Grc

damage sequence. Following the now chart in Figute 6.0, the next step would be to evaluate the

probability for critical combustible loading damage Step 3 (P,,5). If F , has already beenee

considered and F is still greater than 1E 6/rcactor year than the project team should evaluate Grc
3

compartment conditions for potential vulnerabilities.

,

___.._____________m__._.__-__ _ _ _ - _ . _ ____.________,___._.________.,________,___.,_____m_._. , _ , _ _ . _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , , _ _ _ . _ _ _ , , _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ , _
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633 Sten 3: Fire Ha7ards Analysis and Combustible Material Evaluation

633.1 Fire linrard Evaluation Basis and Assumntions

Figure 633.2 (a) and (b) show a nine sub-step methodology for evaluating the critical combustible

loading in a fire compartment (i',,i). First the fixed combustibles are reviewed to determine if

there is enough material always available in a location that could cause target Amage (Step 3.1).

If not, then the amount of transient combustibles needed to cause damage will be determined

(Step 3.4). Once this amount is determined, the project team will evaluate the probability of

having it k>cated in an area where it can cause damage (u) (Step 3.5), prebability of finding the

iaaterial in an exposed condition (Step 3.6) and the frequency of having that amount in the

compartment F,c:/F, (Step 3.7 and 3.8),

Fire suppression unavailability (automatic and manual) to function prior ta target damage will be

evaluated in Steps 3.2 and 33 for fixed and transient combustible exposures. The Dow diagram

showing the methodology for evaluating fire suppression unavailability is shown in Figure 63.5.

This method uses fire modeling techniques to determine if the suppression method (automatic and

manual) can function before critical damage to the target. If the automatic system operates in

time, the system is assumed to cool the area and prevent damage to the target. The unavailability

of the automatic suppression systems (P ) will be factored in by applying data from the fire

j* suppression system unavailability data base, Reference Table 2 in Attachment 103.

The following provides the general basis and assumptions used in the Step 3 methodology. Details

regarding the fire modeling techniques and calculation procedures are prosided in Attachment 10.4

and 10.7.

1. Point Scurce Firts

Point source exposure Gres from either fixed or transient combustibles expected wiAin a Grc

compartment will be considered in this step of the methodology as initiators. These fire r.ources

can be considered by placing the point source of the fire at the highest elevation of t'he

| postulated Grc source. This Grc source might be an electrical cabinet, pump, liquid spill or
i

intervening combustible at some elevation above the floor,

i For example, the top of a switchgear or MCC cabinet will be chosen as the location for the

point source of the postulated Gre in this type of equipment. The point source of a transient

| combustible liquid spill or pump Grc will be at the floor.

|

._ __ _. _ -
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Self i tnited cable fires will not be considered fire source initiators in this methodology to bet

consistent with past PRA methods and because the ignition frequency of such events is low

based on past nuclear power plant experience. Ilowever,if a cable tray (or other intervening

combustible) is located between the potential fire source and target, and it can te shown that

the fire source is large enough to involve the cable tray, the fire can be assumed to spread to

that cable tray and the point source of the resub.ing cable fire should be taken at the elevation

of the tray. The exposure from the cable tray and the exposure fire to the target can then be

evaluated by assuming the poir' cource is at the elevation of the cable tray. This method,

however, cannot be used to model fire propagation to multiple elements because it does not

address the combination of fuel elements in the fire exposure. (See Attachment 10.7)

2. Critical Failure Temperaturt

in general, the temperature of 700 F will be used as the failure temperature criteria for safe

shutdown systems and components when applying the fire modeling evaluation. This

temperature is the ignition temperature of polyethylene / polyvinyl chloride (PE/r*VC) jacketed

cable. It was selected because PE/PVC is considered a worst case cable material and the

ignition temperature of the cable will be reached before the cable function is lost.3A The value

is also consistent with valuca uud in previous PRA's. This is a practical failure temperature
' criteria for this methodology, since the most likely component to be cyposed by a fire will be

cables. Other equipment such as switchgear cabinets, MCCs, pumps, motors, and heat

exchangers typically have a higher tolerance to increased temperature emironments. The

failure temperature is considered to be reached when the air temperature surrounding the

target reaches the critical temperature. This is conservative since the target must be exposed

for some time before the temperature of the target increases to its ignition temperature. Othei

critical failure temperatures can be applied if more specific data is available. Additional target

thermal response data is provided in Table A 7E in Attachment 10.4.

3. Theoretical Basis For The Fire Hazard Fvaluation Model (Steps 3.1 un114)

Tbc fire hazard evaluation model is designed to conservatively estimate the quantity of typical

combustibles found in a compartment needed to increase the temperature at the location of the

; most susceptible safe-shutdown component (target) to the critical failure temperature. It is

| conservatively assumed that once the failure temperature is reached at the target, the function
:

of that component will be lost.

1
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The theoretical basis and derivation of the fire hazard evaluation model is described in

Attachment 10.7. The Fire Model User Guide and calculation worksheets are provided in

Attachment 10.4. The User Guide provides a stepwise description for completing the

vorksheets. These techniques are based on current fire modeling methods and fire dynamic

correlations available in the fire protection engineering industry. These are the same basic

cortclations used as the foundation for COMPBRN IIIe developed at UCLA. "'"

liowever, this method utilizes more conservative assumptions to reduce the complexity and

number of variables required for calculation. This allows the use of look.up tables for case in

quantifying the potential fire exposure to targets in a compartment.

4. Exposure of Combustibles f Step 34)

This step requires a review and determination of fixed and estimated transient combustibles in

a fire compartment Combustibles will be evaluated based on whether or not they are normally

exposed in such a way as to allow ignition. A few fixed combustible examples that would not

be considered exposed include cables that are in conduit, wrapped cables and cables in cable

trays with solid bottoms and cowrs.

Other fixed combustible sources such as combustible liquids associated with pumps are not

normally considered exposed combustibles, howevcr for this methodology it will be assumed
>

thq may becom', exposed as the result of a leak or smallline break. The FIVE project team

shoud r'et. tmine a conservative spill size appropriate for the amount of combustible liquid in

the equipment.

If combustible liquid filled equiprnent is diked and the quantity of liquid in the equipment is

sufficient to fill the entire dike area, the pool sir.e should be considered to be the dike surface

area.

Transient combustibles need only be considered exposed if they are not stored in proper

containers while in the fire compartment, samples of transients that do not have to be

considered exposed include:

a. Flammable and combustible liquids stored in approved containers.

b. Flammable or combustible liquids stored in approved flammable liquid storage cabinets,

c. Combustible liquids stored in scaled 55 gallon drums.

d. Radiation Work Permit (RWP) clothing and other incidental combustibles kept in

closed metal cabinets.

e. Dirty RWP clothing or trash kept in closed non combustible contniners, equipped with

fusible link actuated covers or Factory Mutual approved self extinguishing type lids.

+n o- - -w ^w w
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in order to take credit for combustibles not being exposed, the plant must have and be able to

demonstrate:

a. Effective trcnsient combustible controls.

b. A cornbustible administrative control that requires combustibles be stored in non-

combustible enclosures such as metal cabinets, approved flammable liquid con cc-u

and non combustible RWP clothing containers with fusible link actuated covers.

c. An inspectico program that monitors these administrative controls and takes corrective

action when violations are discovered,

t
.>

Transirm combustibles used by plant personnel while working in an area, but immediately

removed when vacating the area, need not be considered ex- if plant controls restrict

rtcring transient materials in the area.

63.4 Sten 3.1 Procedure for Eyaluatine Fixed Combusilble.Espnsr M n

Step 34 Procedure for Evaluatine Transient Combustible Exposuu-

These steps provide a methodology including fire modeling technique. determine whether the

potential exists for the compartment to contain a sufficient quantity of combustibles to produce

enough heat to damage safe shutdown components. Figure 633.2 (a) and (b) show the flow

charts for evaluating the probability of equipment damage in a fire compartment from fixed and

transient combustibles respectively. Fire ha7ards eva!uation worksheets and a User's Guide with

examples are provided in Attachment 10.4 to perform the fire modeling portions of these steps

(Step 3.1 and 3.4). Fire compartment specific data are used to estimate lire growth and exposure

to targets. The fire modeling has been simplified by making conservative fire protection

assumptions. Such conservatism may be removed in later analyses should a higher degree of

precision be warranted. The technical basis and conservative limitations behind the fire modeling

techniques are outlined in Attachment 10.7.

r-

)

I
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1. Identifyine Targets

The approach involves analyzing fires that could expose targets in the compartment.

For the purpose of this analysis, the target is either a safe shutdown compont,nt .or an

intervening combustible such as non-safe shutdown cable tray that could becoma ignited and

expose a safe-shutdown cable tray directly above it.

To ensure conservative results, the worst case targets are evaluated. The worst case fire plume

scenario and radiant flux scenario involve evaluating expected combustibles (i.e. which could

realistically be found in the compartment) with the highest heat release rate exposing the targets

located closest to the fire source. The worst case ceiling jet and hot gas layer scenario involves

evaluating expected combustibles with the . highest potential heat release rates and targets

located closest to the ceiling of the compartment.!.

Prior to using the Fire Hazard Evaluation Worksheets in Attachment 10.4, for plume /cciling

jet cases the target can be quickly evaluated to determine if it might be damaged by the fire

plume exposure of a fixed combustible by using Table 4E," Damage Threshold Elevations"in

Attachment 20.4. Target damage can be quickly estimated by:

.

a. Identifying the heat release rate (IIRR) of the combustible fire source from Table 2E.

b. UsingTable 4E for that HRR and Critical Failure Temperature of 700 F to d*rmine

the minimum damage threshohl elevation above the fire source.

c. If any targets in the compartrn 4e located bs than the minimum threshold distance

away from that fixed combu.m source, then damage from a plume fire exposure

can be assumed withw completing the Fire llazard Evaluation Worksheet. The next

step would be to continue and evaluate whether the fire suppression methods would be

mdiable before target d image following Step 3.2 and 3.3 in Figure 63.5. -[

The effect of fixed combustible plume fires is only evaluated for those situations in which they

are h>cated directly below targets. For this case, the Fire Screening Methodology (FSM)

Worksheet I in Attachment 10.4 should be used. Otherwise, tk ceiling jet scenario needs to

be considered by applying the FSM Worksheet 2 in Attachment 10.4. In either case,if it is

identified that the temperature of the plume /cciling jet is less than the critical temperature of

the target then the temperature rise due to the hot gas layer is evaluated.

!

|
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2. Identifyine Exnected Fire Soureg

The fire hazards evaluation worksheets are structured to allow one to quantify the fixed or

transient combustibles necessary in a fire compartment to create damage to safe shutdown

equipment, Further discussion on how to apply the fire hazards evaluation workshect's are

provided in the Users Guide in Attachment 10.4,

The first step in applying the fire hazard evaluation worksheet is to determine the expected type

of fixed and transient combustibles in the fire compartment and whe',her or not these

combustibles are normally exposed. A Fire Compartment Critical Combustible Data Sheet

(CCDS) (Attachment 10.2, Table 5) must be cornrk.ui for each fire compartment. The

following describes the types of combustibles to be listed on the CCDS:

a. f_gmapent or Fixed Combustibles

The types of fixed combustibles located in the fire compartment should be listed on the

top half of the CCDS along with the total quantity of each and the elevation between

the combustible and the closet target located directly above (if any). An T should be

placed in the ' exposed" column if the combustibles aremt normally enclosed in a metal

enclosure (e.g. oil in pumps) or other similar enclosures.
6

b. Transient Combustibic

Typical transient combustibles expected within the fire compartment during full power

plant operation should be listed on the CCDS. The project team should determine the

types of expected transient combustibles that could be located in this fire compartment

based on the types of equipment and maintenance activities that normally occur in the

fire compartment.

The plant transient combustible control procedures should be reviewed to determine

the types and quantities of expected transient combustibles in the fire compartment

while the plant is at power. An T should be marked in the " Exposed" column for

those transient combustibles that are noj normally kept in metal cabinets ot approved

containers when in the area. In order to take credit for noii exposure of transients the

plant must be able to demonstrate adequate controls for these combustibles.
!

|
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Alternatively, the project team may have to interview maintenance personnel, plant

operators and fire protection personnel who perform transient combustible and

housekeeping inspections to identify the tyres and quantities of transient combustibles

that could be expected.

A written transient combustible control program must exist to take credit for

restrictions on the quantities of combustibles k>cated in a fire compartment during plant

full power operation. The transient combustible program must include: (1) specific

restrictions on combustibles allowed in areas without review by plant personnel, (2) a

surveillance program that monitors program implementation, and (3) a process to

correct violations in a timely manner.

c. JhmPRhle 1iquids or Gas Storace Vessd3

The CCDS also includes questions to identify whether there are any flammable liquid

at gas storage vessels or piping located in the fire compartment. This information is

.,athered to address an issue to be considered later in the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping
.

Study Evaluation discussed in Section 7.0.

3. Fire Extiosure Scenarios

Two main scenarios must be considered for each of the expected fixed (Step 3.1) and worst ca.*e

transient combustible (Step 3.4) fires:

a. The target is located in the fire plume or exposed to the ceiling jet.

Targets located vertically above the fire source shouki be evaluated from the

plume /cciling jet / hot gas layer exposure, if the target is not in the plume or ceiling jet

so that the fire temperature (T,) exceeds the target's critical failure temperature (Teride

then the target temperature rise due to the hot gas layer is evaluated,

b. The target is located near to the fire source exposed to the radiant flux of the fire.

If the target is located horizontally from the fire source, the radiant exposure case

should be considered. This would be appropriate for targets such as vertical cable trays

or electrical cabinets. The Fire Screening Methodology (FSM) Worksheet 3 in

Attachment 10A would be applied for these cases. The target damage threshold from
2

radiant heat is assigned the conservative value of 10 Kw/m

__ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ - _
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The heat flux seen at the target is a function of distance between the fire source and target.

If the exposure fire is located beyond the critical distance such that the target will see less than
210 Kw/m then no damage is considered to occur. The evaluation would continue by examining

the transient combustible exposures. If the fire source is located within the critical distance the

fire suppression unavailability should be evaluated (Step 3.2 and 33 in Figure 63.5)
'

4. Determine the Critical Combustible Loadine (Ocrit)

The typical heat release rates for the types of combustibles expected in this fire compartment

should be reviewed against the examples in Reference Table 3 in Attachment 103. The fixed 4

combustible with the worst case heat release rate chould be used with the Fire llazards

Evaluation Worksheets.

Using the Fire II .ards Evr'uation Worksheets 1 or 2 and look-up tables, the maximum energy

(Ocrit) that must be released to increase the temperature at the target (s) above 700 F from the

hot gas layer can be calculated for the type and location of the worst case combustibic in the

fire compartment. This critical energy increase (Ocrit) is compared to the actual expected

energy release (Oact) from the worst case fixed combustible listed in the CCDS. If the amount

of energy (Oact) that could theoretically be released from the fixed combustible is less than
'

Ocrit then assume there is not enough fixed combustible to cause target damage and continue

to evaluate the potential transient combustible exposure. (See Figure 633.2(b))

If there is enough combustible energy available (Oact) from existing fixed combustibles then

the unavailability of fire suppression methods to control the fixed fire exposure (Step 3.2 and

33 in Figure 63.5) should be evaluated.

63.5 S1sp 3.2 Automatic Sunpression Unavai! ability

63.5.1 Basis and Assumntions

1. System Desien and installation

FIVE assumes that automatic fire suppression systems have been correctly designed and

iratalled for the expected fire exposure in that location based on good fire protection

engineering principles. The FIVE team should confirm this assumption.
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2. Suporession System Unavailability

The probability of suppression systems being unavailable are taken from a generic fire

suppression system unavailability data base (see Reference Table 2 Attachment 103). This

data base is compiled from suppression system unavailability values for generalindustry in the

U. S. The unavailability values include consideration for failure of systems to operate on

demand and systems being out of scr< ice at the time of a fire (due to shut control valves, etc.).

These unavailability values 4re expected to be conservative with respect to nuclear industry

experience, because genere im'ustry does not have the level of control over fire suppression

systems that is found at nunear power plants. For instance, nuclear plants have specific

procedural controls for taking fire protection systems out of service, strict valve operational

control programs, in addition to detailed requirements for the inspection, testing and

maintenance of fire suppression systems on a regular basis.

These ,rograms are implemented, maintained and given a much higher priority than would be

found throughout generalindustry. There' ore, the unavailability of the fire suppression systems

at nuclear power plants is expected to be much lower than that found in generalindustry and

reflected in tia gcauialata base.

Nevertheless, it is important that the FIVE team confirm that fire suppression systems have

been designed and installed according to good fire protection engineering principles.

3, Redundant Fire SJtporession Systems

if there are two single active failure proof fire suppression systems, the probability of automatic
,

suppression being unavailable will be equal to the product of the unavailability (Reference

Table 2 - Attachment 103) for each system.

4. Manually Oocrated Sunoression Systems

Credit for manual only actuated suppression systems will only be taken if the project team can

demonstrate that the systems can be operated prior to target damage. The plant must use the

. fire modeling worksheets to determine the time to critical damage (tm) and compare this to

the expected time for fire detection (t ) and actual response times for personnel to reach theo

equipment and control the fire (t,) (See Figurc 6.3.5). Once the suppression system is operated

|
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it will be assumed that the fire will ic controlled. In this case t is equal to the time it wouldr

take to operate the spression system once the fire has been detected. Note that the time for

fire detection (t ) will be assumed equal to O minutes if there is smoke detection installed ind

the area.

63.5.2 Steo 3.2 Procedure
L

This step takes into consideration the effects of automatic suppression operations in coatrolling

a fire within the fire compartment before it damages safe shutdown components. The flow chart

in Figure 63.5 shows the methodology for determining the probability for Grc suppression

unavailability (P ). The Erst step in this process is to determine if automatic suppression systemsts

are provided in the fire compartment. The type of automatic suppression system (s) installed
'

within a fire compartment can be identified from the fire hazards analysis, pre fire plans or plant

fire protection personnel farailiar with automatic suppression system location and arrangements

within the plant.

If automatic systems are available, the project team must determine if these systems can operate

prior to the target reaching its damage temperature when exposed to a fixed or transient

combustible fire source, This een be found by applying the FSM Worksheet A-1 in Attachment

10.4. The time for the target to reach the damage temperature (tg) is determined and compared

to the time for the suppression system to actuate (topp). The latter is found by applying the same

fire me'leting methodology in Step 3.1 except the target will now be the detector (sprinkler or heat

detection actuation device). If the system activates before damage occurs to the target then the

probability (P,s) of the system being unavailable on demand is selected from Reference Table 2

in Attachment 103. If the damage to the target occurs before actuation of the suppression

system, then P,3 = 1.

List the unavailability probability of automatic suppression systems (P,3) in the fire compartment

on the Fire Compartment Critical Screen Data Sheet (Table 4). If there is more than one

automatic suppression system installed in a fire compartment, credit can be taken for both

suppression systems if the systems operate independently including electrical equipment and

detection systems. For example; if two water based suppression systems are supplied by a

common water main controlled by a single control valve, both suppression systems are dependent

on a single point of failure, in this case, the automatic suppression system with the lowest (i.e.

least penalizing) unavailability should be listed on the data sheet.

___-_ - _ _______-__ -_______
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63.6 Sten 33: Manual Sunnression Unavailability

63.6.1 Basis and Assumntions

To take credit for brigade or manually actuated suppression system response (Pms), the plant must

demonstrate that the fire brigade can assemble, fight and control a fire in the compartment in less

than t + t,ininutes before it causes damage to safe shutdown systems (t,,n). The response timed

t, is specific to the compartment under consideration and will be evaluated by the project team

based on plant specific drills and other considerations. There is currently no simple or approved

method to determine t, or firefighting effectiveness in general. One method consists of

establishing t, on the basis of unannounced drills if a sufficient sample exists. In any case, the

analyst must include a conservative judgment factor to account for heat and smoke effects and the

time needed to locate the fire in a smoke-filled emironment.

A fire detection system must also be installed in the fire compartment that provides an early

warning signal of the fire to a central monitoring location. For smoke detection or other early.

warning systems, the time to detection (t ) will be considered 0 minutes. This is considered ad

conservative assumption since the lire is assumed fully involved at time O whereas smoke detection

devices actuate during the incipient stage of the fire. For heat detection devices, td could be

determined using the fire modeling worksheets using the detector as the targe:,
.

Manual suppression unavailability will only be quantified if through the use of the fire hazard

evaluation model(Worksheet A 1 in Attachment 10.4), COMPBRN IIIe modelor similar method,

the time to critical damage (t ,g) from the fire can be determined to be longer than t + t, minutesc e

for manual response to the scene.

63.6.2 Sten 33: Procedure

The flow chart in Figure 63.5 shows the method for considering the probability for manual fire

suppression unavailability (Pms)-

Nuclear power plants have plant personnel trained to use portable extinguishers and fire brigades

at the site. Fire incident records show that most fires are extinguished by plant personnel or the

fire brigade in the very early stages of fire development. Manual suppression can play a major

role in preventing fire damage to safe shutdown components. Ilowever, effectiveness in controlling

a fire before the actualloss of safe shutdown functions depends on the time to detect the fire (I )d

and manual suppression response time (t,) relative to fire growth time to critical damage (ten,).
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in order to take credit for fire brigade fire fighting nethities or manual suppression actuation, the

plant must be able to demonstrate that the fire can be detected, and the fire brigade can respond

to the scene with equipment and control the fire before damage occurs to the safe shutdown

components. Similarly, manually actuated suppression systems must be able to control the fire

before damage occurs.

The project team should also be prepared to demonstrate that the fire brigade is adequately

equipped and treined to be effective in fighting fires in the plant. The Sandia Fire Risk Scoping

Study Evaluation item !!! in Attachment 10.5, ' Manual Fire Fighting Effectiveness * suggests

attributes that can demonstrate plant brigade effectiveness.

The probability of manual suppression aethities not controlling the fire (Pm3) will be assigned a

value based on an evaluation of fire brigade response times if:

1. The plant can demonstrate manual response within tet, minutes before fire damage to safe

shutdown components (tes) and

2. Fire lirigade effectiveness can be demonstrated. (See Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study item II -

Attachment 10,5).

If these two points can be demonstrated P, can be assigned a value based on the following:

p** _ _ Brigade drills performed in tp t, < t. crit
Total Number of Dril1s

P,, canno t be <D .1
|

If these two points cannot be demonstrated, the team should set P 1, and no credit should=
ms

be taken for the auantitativp analysis. Clearly however, the presence of a well tramed and

equipped fire brigade could be used as a qualitative consideration by a utility as part of its

evaluation of potential vulnerabilities. (See Section 63.8).

!
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6.3.7 Stens 3.5 3.8: Critical Combustible Loadine Freautusy

6.3.7.1 Basis and Assumptions

1. .Errouenev of Critical Combustible Loadine (F )ec

The frequency of having a critical combustible loading present (F ) will be chosen based oneci

the effectiveness of the plant transient combustible control program. Available plant records

from the following sources can be reviewed to determine the number of times the critical

loading of combustibles was found present in violation of controls:

a. Past audits and inspections by the NRC, O/. Department, independent auditors, plant fire

protection personnel / operations personnen.

b.- Inspections performed in accorda. ace with the transient combustible procedures or

housekeeping inspection procedures.

The number of incidents found from these sources will be divided over the number of years
,

from which the data was taken. This calculates an average number of transient combustible

control breakdowns per year and should be used as (F ).eci

.

As an alternative, if no records are available, interviews with maintenance, fire protection and -

operations personnel can be conducted to determine the likely quantities and frequencies for

combustibles in a particular fire compartment. A representative F,ci or that compartment canf

then be determined. Ilowever, in either case a conservative assumption will be made that P ,ec

cannot be set lower han 1 event / year / compartment.

The fire compartment may be considered susceptible to fire damage if:

a. There is no transient combustible procedure that covers the fire compartment, or

b. The transient combustible procedure allows the critical quantity of combustible without

additional fire protection precautions, or

The quantity of fixed combustibles exceeds the critical combustible loading.c.

If any of these conditions exist the fire compartment must be considered a significarti fire

compartment and will require further review. (See Section 6.3.8).

!

|.
L
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2. Frequency of Transignt Combustible insnections (F) i
|

The probability of having combustibles located in an area where they do not belong is related j
to the number of times the area is inspected for unwented combustible storage. More

inspections reduce the likelihood of having exposed or unauthorized combustibles in the

compartment.

The frequency of inspections for combustibles (F,) for any fire compartment will be taken as

the highest frequency inspection that actually looks for transient combustibles in the

compartment per year. An example would be selecting the iaspection program with the highest

frequency from housekeeping, transient combustible surveillance inspections, tire protection

plant inspections for housekeeping or combustible controls, etc. The frequency should be given

in number of inspections per year. It is assumed that, when conducted, these inspections are

performed correctly and if any combustibles are found that do not belong or exceed the

amounts allowed by the transient combustible controls, corrective action will be taken.

63.7.2 Stcos 3.5 - 3.8: Procedute

These steps provide a method for establishing the frequency of potentially finding a critical

quantity of combustibles within the fire compartment where they could cause damage. The critical
'

quantity of combustibles needed to cause damage from a plume /cciling jet scenario was

determined in Step 3.4 using the fire hazard evaluation worksheets. The frequency is determined

by the combination of the following factors:

1. The probability of transient combustibles being located directly below a target (u) where it
'

would be directly in the firc. plume /cciling jet or horizontally next to a target where the target

could be damaged by exposure to the radiant energy of the fire. (Step 3.5)

t'
1

L 2. The probability of the critical combustible quantity being exposed (p) where it could be involved
|
| in a fire. (Step 3.6)

|

3. The frequency of having the critical combustible loading present in the compartment (F,,i).

L (Step 3.7)

|

|

I
.
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4. The frequency of combustible material inspections (F,.) that would find the transient

combustible exposure before a fire occurred. (Step 3.8)

The probability of having an unsuppressed critical transient combustible fire exposure in the

compartment (P ) can then be calculated as follows-g

P,xuxpxFec1|FP -
g wec

where P , is defined and computed in Section 6.3.5.2.r

Step 3.5: .Tnnsical.combustibler, Locaica in the Rance of Tarcet Coniponents (u)

If transient combustibles can be located in a fire compartment and there is a possibility that they

could be stored directly below the target (safe shutdown compont nt or intervening combustible)

or within range for radiant energy damage then the probablity (u) of storing transient

combustibles in damage range of targets will be determined by dwiding the sum of the surface

area of targets facing the floor (A,) (where they could be exposed) : nd critical separation distance

from radiant energy exposure from a critical combustible loading f te source to horizontal targets

(A,,), by the net area of Hoor space where combustibles could be ,tored in the fire compartment.
.

For example,if the target is horizontal cabling, the exposed area (A,) will be the width and length

of the cable tray routed through the compartment where a fire could expose it from below. Only

the surface area of the tray facing the noor needs to oc considered.

If the target is a cable tray routed vertically within 10 ft. from the floor, radiant energy from a fire

could expose the tray to damage. The critical safe radial separation distance between the target

and the fire source must be determined using FSM Worksheet A 1in Attachment 10.4. The floor

area around the target within this critical radial separation distance would be A,, for that target.

A, + A,,
u-

Net Area

2

List (u) for the fire compartment in Table 4, Step 3.5 of the Fire Compartment Critical Screen

Data Sheet (Attachment 10.2) for later calculation.

O

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Step 3.6: Probability of Combustibles Beine Emosed M

The probability of the critical combustible being exposed (p) is dependent on plant combustible

storage and handling practices. A plant specific value for (p) can be obtained by performing a

walkdown through the significant areas of the plant and identifying and totalling the number of

instances (pi) where the transient combustible are found exposed and the number ofinstances (P2)

where they are not, then p = p /(pi + p2)-

As an alternative, a probability of 10% can be assumed if there is a transient combustible control

program which includes features similar to the following:

a. Flarnmable and combustible liquids stored in approved containers in the fire compartment.

b. Storage of ordinary combustibles or RWP clothing in enclosed metal cabinets or metal

containcts with fusible link actuated covers or with FM approved self extinguishing lids,

c. All exposed transient combustibles used by plant personnel while working, in the

compartment are removed upon completion of the work unless otherwise approved.

The appropriate probability (p) should be listed in Table 4, Step 3.6 of the Fire Compartment

Critical Screen Data Sheet (see Attachment 10.2) for later calculation.

Step 3.7 Selection of the Critical Combustible loaSne Frenuency (F,,)

The critical combustible loading frequency (F,,) can be ashned by comparing the equivalent units

of combustibles calculated ham the fire hv. rd evaluation worksheet with the actual quantities of

combustibles listed in Table $ of the Fire Compartment Critical Combustible Data Sheet. The

critical combustible ircquen a (Ibi) would then be assigned based on the following:

a. If the critical quantity of transient combustibles could be stored in the compartment

without review by the transient combustible con:rol program, a potential fire susceptibility

has been identified. The frequency that this quantity of combustible is located in the

compartment is determined by assuming F,ci/F, = 1.

.
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Further refinement of the fire compartment analysis should be considered to identify simple

changes that could be made to reduce the potential for fire damage. Changes such as

revising or adding administrative controls or preventing exposure of combustibles could be

considered to reduce the combustible quantity.
,.

b. If the critical combustible quantity is not allowed without review by the transient

combustible control program, then ihe frequency F,,, will be chosen as the number of times

the critical quantity of combustible was found present in violation of control procedures.

The number of incidents should be compiled from inspection findings from the NRC, OA

Department, independent auditors, housekeeping or transient combustible inspections, plant

fire protection tours or other operations personnel inspections. The total number of

incidents should be divided by the number of years from which the data was gathered to

determine an average F,ci = findings /ycar,

if no records of violations are maintained by the plant, the project team will attempt to obtain -

this information through interviews with cognizant plant personnel. For each compartment

under investigation, plant personnel involved with inspections will be requested to identify the-

frequency of finding the critical quantity of transient combustibles. An average value will then

be computed after rejecting the highest and lowest responses, F Estimated=
ect

Findings /ycar/ compartment.

List the F,ci frequency selected for that fire compartment in Table 5 - Fire Compartment

. Critical Combustibic Data Sheet along with the method used to select that number based on

the above criteria. In addition, list the F in Table 4, Step 3.7 of the Fire Compartmenteci

Critical Screen Data Sheet (Attachment 10.2) for later calculation.
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63.8 Step 4: Evaluate Pot:ntial Fire Vulnerabilities

The Phase !! fire screening method is complete at this point. Fire compartments that have not

yet been screened out are designated significant fire compartments. For a compartment that is

designated significant, the selected course of action taken by the utility and the associated rationale

should be documented. Following are three approaches that a utility may consider. These

approaches are not intended to be all inclusive; there are other approaches which could be

employed by a utility. One approach is perform no further evaluation and implement no plant

changes. If a utility selects this approach, they are reminded t' mat their rationale must be

documented.

A second approach is to evaluate implementation of admmistrative and/or hardware modifications.

This is done by reviewing the factors considered in the screening process, possible changes in the

fire damage sequence of events can be evaluated to determine how they affect the overall

likelihood of the fire event to result in an inability to achieve and maintain safe and stable

shutdown conditions. For example, the addition of automatic suppression systems may include

another factor that could contribute to rc.ducing the fire damage frequenev. The change can

quickly be estimated by reviewing the order of magnitude and how it would be factored into the

fire damage calculation Table 4 - Fire Compartment Critical Sucen Des Sheet. Other possible

examples of simple changes that could affect the fire damage frequency are:

a. Reduce transient combustibles

b. Restrict storage of combustibles (type / location)

c. Control storage and handling so combustibles are not exposed in the fire compartment.

This may include storing combustibles in metal cabinets.y

d. Restrict storage of combustibles so that a fire cannot occur resulting in a safe shutdown

component being directly in the fire plume.

c. Add fire suppression systems to the fire compartment.

f. Increase the inspection frequency for this fire compartment.

g. Add ignition source controls which would allow the ignition frequency selected for the fire

compartment to be reduced,

h. Replace combustible materials with fire retardant materials or other materials with lower

heat release rates.

i. increase reliability of alternate train via procedures, training or otherwise.

A third approach is to further evaluate the subject fire compartment with more detailed analyses

than those proposed in the Phase 11 screening method.

- _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _
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63.9.Skp 5: Evaluate Potential Imnact on Containment Heat Removal and Isolation

The 17VE method is essentially based upon the safe shutdown analysis of 10CFR50 Appendix R,

which generally required only a review of those containment functions needed to ensure operability

of equipment and performance of manual actions inside containment necessary to accomplish safe

shutdown functions. Containment heat removal as a function was not an explicit part of Appendix

R, Section Ill.L.2.

Phase 11 of the FIVE methodology outlines a sequence for quantifying the likelihood of a fire in

a given area resulting in an inability to achieve or maintain safe and stable shutdown conditions.

fly assigning values to the likelihood of fire initiation in a given area, the critical combustible

loading (CCL) within spatial proximity of a fire initiator, the potential for damage to safe

shutdown systems, the unavailability of redundant / alternative safe shutdown systems, and the

success of automatic or manual suppression, the likelihood at being unable to achieve or maintain

safe shutdown can be evaluated. If at any time in quantifying the various aspects, the likelihood

of not achieving or maintaining safe shutdown conditions was less than IE 6 per reactor year, that

fire compartment was screened out from further consideration. Implicit in this statement is that

core damage from that particular fire initiated event in that fire compartment is negligible.

"

If the likelihood of loss of safe shutdown capability for a fire compartment is still greater than

1E-6/ reactor year after completing Phase 11 and the plant cannot take appropriate action to

reduce the likelihood below this threshold, the fire effects on containment performance must be

evaluated.

Justification for limiting containment performance evaluations to only these instances is based

upon two considerations:

1. The Commission's Severe Accident Policy Statement specifical!y requested a " limited scope,

accident safety analysis designed to discover instances (i.e. outliers) of particular vulnerability

to core melt or to unusually poor containment performance, given core melt accidents."

,

l

|
,
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2, in the NRC Staff contractor's evaluation of external hazards repat (NUREG 5042), it was

concluded that "the fraction of fire initiated core damage sequences associated with an early

containmeni failure (a "large release") is in every case very small, and in some cases found in

the analysis to be zero.' NRC and industry studies of other plant specific risk assessments

indicate the same result.

If an evaluation of containment performance is necessary,it should include: (1) An assessment

of the potential for a fire in the area of conectn to damage equipment or prohibit manual operator,

actions used to accomplish the containment function, and (2) Identification of a minimum set of

equipment and manual actions necessary to achieve the containment function against those lost

due to the fire,

in particular, fires leading to the potential loss of safe shutdown function above the threshold value

of 1E-6/ year and having plant damage states and minimum operable equipment not included in

the IPE, should be flagged for containment analysis evaluation.

.
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7.0 SANDIA FIRE RISK SCOPING STUDY EVALUATION

7.1 Backgrccand

Sandia National L.aboratory, as part of their Fire Protection Research Project, undertook two tasks in

what is now referred to as the Fire Risk Scoping Study:

1. Review and update the perspective of fire risk in light at the information developed through the

Fire Protection Research Project.

2. Identify and perform initial investigations of any potential unaddressed issues of fire risk.

Sandia reviewed four previously completed fire probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs). The PRA risk

scenarios were requantified using the data and information from the Fire Protection Research Project

as a basis and included plant modifications made in response to implementations of Appendix R

requirements at the plants under study. In performing the second task, Sandia developed a list of issues

which they felt represented potential contributors to fire risks that had not been adequately addressed

in previous risk assessments. Sandia concluded from these reassessments that lire may represent a

dominant contributor to plant core damage risk and that these six issues should be addressed in future

risk assessments.

s

The draft Sandia report was made available to several plant designers, fire researchers, industry

representatives, fire protection consultants and regulators. They were asked to review the report and

to ensure that, as far as practical, the list of unaddressed issues was complete. The most important

industry response, provided to Sandia by the Edison Electric Institute Fire Protection Committee, was

that "these issues are unaddressed by the selected method of risk evaluation and do not (necessarily)

represent unaddressed risk issues for nuclear plants . . . this document is a report on the inadequacy

L
of current risk assessment and research methodology for fire. There is no basis presented to indicate

I' that regulatory requirements or implemented levels of fire protection are inadequate.' Nonetheless, the

list of six issues remains.

One of the objectives in developing the FIVE Methodology was to provide guidance, as appropriate, to

- plant staff on the proper treatment of these issues.

|
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7.2 Sandia/NRC fire Risk Scopine Study Issyss

The NRC staff has requested, that the following six issues be addressed, in any future fire evaluation

methodology.

1. Improved Analytical Codes

2. Seismic / Fire Interactions

3. Fire Barrier Qualifications

4. Manual Fire Fighting Effectiveness

5. Total Environment Equipment Survival

6. Control Systems Interactions

Conectns regarding each of these issues will be discussed below. Four of the six issues are included in

the FIVE evaluation. Attachment 10.5 provides a list of typical plant attribute; that should be

considered. The project team should review and evaluate their plant for similar attributes to

demonstrate that these issues are adequately addressed. The plant staff must be able to support its

position.

Jgue 1 - Imnroved Analvtical Cods 3

This i.ac in.ohed questions regarding the adequacy of available fire models for use in IPEEE analyses
# for fire external events.

After a number of discussions between nuclear industry representalives and the NRC staff regarding this

issue, the NRC agreed that the COMPBRN lile fire modeling program as developed by UCLA and

including modifications recommended by Sandia National Laboratory is adequate for analytical lire

modeling and requires no further modification for application in IPE of external events.*

The fire modeliug techniques incorporated in Phase 11 of this FIVE methodology are derived from the

same basic correlations used in COMPBRN llle. There is no additionalindustry evaluation required

for this issue.

1
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hag 2 Seismic / Fire interactig

This issue involves three concerns: (1) Seismically induced fires, (2) Seismic actuation of fire j

suppression systems, and (3) Seismic degradation of fire suppression systems. The nuclear industry feels

that these types of events would not significantly contribute to an increase in external event core damage

frequency. The reasons for this conclusion relative to cach concern, as well as the limited plant specific

assessment or confirmation we suggest be included as part of the IPEEE, are discussed below.

1. Seismically Induced Fires

A recent survey of over 100 plant and industrial facilities after 18 major carthquakes indicates that

carthquakes generally do not cause fires in such facilities (EPRI.NP6989," Survey of Earthquake-

Induced Fires in Electrical Power and Industrial Facilities", September 1990).

NRC arrived at a similar conclusion when issuing the Appendix A to Branch Technical Position

APSCB 9.51," Guidelines for Fire Protection For Nuclear Power Plants Docketed Prior to July

1,1976* in February 1977. That document noted in Section 5.1.3 that " Postulated fires or fire

protection system failures need not be considered concurrent with other plant accidents or the

most severe natural phenomena?

.

*l Nonetheless, concern remains over the potential breakage of flammable liquid or gas vaseis

during a scismic event that could cree.te fire hazards in the plant. Therefore, review of such fire

hazard sources should be included in the seismic walkdown program to verify their sei:mic

ruggedness.

2. Seismic Actuation of Fire Suppression Systems

The effects of inadvertent suppression system actuation have been previously considered as part

of the internal flooding design analysis and I & E Information Notice 83 41," Actuation of Fire

| Suppression System Causing Inoperability of Safety Related Equipment," dated June 22,1983.

Some plant equipment either credited as being part of the scismic safe shutdown path in a seismic

margins assessment (SMA) may not have previously been reviewed relative to the internal flooding

design analysis or I & E Notice 83-41. In such instances, utility personnel should evaluate the

potential for such inadvertent actuations. If actuation is considered to be possible, then an

assessment similar to that performed in I & E Notiec 83-41 may be warranted.

|-
i

|

|
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3. Seismic Degradation of Fire Suppression System

A report investigating this subject, prepared by Brookhaven National Laboratory, and titled

" Performance of Fire Protection Systems under Post Earthquake Conditions," dated October,1978

concluded that fire suppression systems installed in accordance with nationally recognized codes

and standards generally provide an adequate level of support for piping under seismic conditions.

The NRCs guidance for seismic installation of piping in Regulatory Guide 1.29 recommends use

of seismic category II/I design criteria for fire protection piping and components to assure they

will not fall and damage safety related safe shutdown components during a scismic event.

The above assessment notwithstanding, fire suppression systems in close proximity to the seismic

margin safe shutdown path components should be evaluated for their "sunivability" during the

scismic walkdown. The term sunivability means the suppression system in question does not

disable safety systems required to shutdown and cool the reactor plant. It does not correspond

to ensuring fire suppression system operability. The emphasis in these evaluations should be on

situations with large deflections; potential interactions (e.g., impact of pipe and sprinkler heads on

other objects); behavior of threaded connections and brittle material (e.g., cast iron piping).
,

'

Item I of the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study evaluation (Attachment 10,5) provides guidance on the

types of questions that need to be addressed during the review of fire suppression systems. Further

guidance on the review to be performed to assess the response of applicable systems and components

to the seismic initiator can be found in EPRI-NP6041, "A Methodology for Assessment of Nuclear

Power Plant Seismic Margin?

Issue 3 - Fire Barrier Oualifisit.ijnn3

The NRC staff appears to be concerned with determining and quantifying the effectiveness of fire

barriers to contain a fire. The staffs main concern seems to be with regard to the installation and

maintenance of penetrations through fire barriers that are protected by fire dampers, fire doors and fire

rated penetration seal assemblies. However, rated fire barriers should be accepted as being effective

if plants demonstrate their fire barriers and associated barrier components are being adequately

designed, inspected, tested and maintained.
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The nuclear industry believes that properly designed and installed fire barriers are adequate a contain

the types of fires expected in nuclear power plants and that rigorous surveillance, testing and

maintenance of fire barrier components (i.e. fire doors, fire dampers and penetratian seal assemblies)

provide an acceptable basis for demonstrating a high level of reliability of barrier effectiveness. Any

potential installation problems with fire damper operations and fire penetration seal assemblies of

concern to the NRC should be considered compliance issues. Nevertheless, it is prudent for utilities to

ensure that issues such as those identified in the following NRC information notices have been

adequately addressed.

Fire Damners

1. I&E Notice 89-52, " Potential Fire Damper Opera:19nal Problems," dated June 8,1989

2. I&E Notice 83-69," Improperly Installed Fire Dampers e Nuclear Povcer Plants," dated October

21,1983.

Fire Penetration Seal Assemblics

1. I&E Notice 88-04, "inadeq ate Oualific .: ion and Documentation of Fire Barrier Penetration

Seals," dated August 9,1988.

.

2. I&E Notice 8844, Supplement 1, ' Inadequate Qualification and Documentation of Fire Barrier

Penetration Seals," dated August 9,19S8.

3. I&E Notice 88 56," Potential Problems with Silicon Foam F're Barrier Penetration Seals," dated

August 4,1988.

The comparison attribates in item 11 of the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study Evaluation (Attachment

10.5) are intended to demonstrate that the plant has programs in place to ensure a high level of

confidence that fire barriers and their components are being adequately maintained so they will function
'

in the event of a fire. They are written in a general fashion to help plant personnel understand the

intent. The plant must be able to support and demonstrate their ability to satisfy that intent.

!
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Issue 4 Manual Fire Fichtine Effectiveness

The comparison attributes presented in item 111 of the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study Evaluation

(Attachment 10,5) are provided to demonstrate that there are programs and procedures for promptly

identifying fires and calling out the fire brigade, training plant personnel who might be able to extinguish

the fire in its early stages of development using portable fire extinguishers, and an adequately manned

and equipped fire brigade team that is trained and prepared to respond to fire events. In addition, there

should be records and documentation programs showing the level of training that each brigade member

has received.

Each plant has a fire hazard awareness and fire fighting training program. The intent of the items

provided in the evaluation can be satisfied in different ways by different plants. If the plant can

demonstrate how their program satisfies that intent, they can take credit for manual fire suppression

response in their fire risk evaluation.

hiue 5 - Total Environment Eauinment Survival

The NRC staff has expressed three major concerns regarding this issue:

1. The potential for adverse effeco on plant equipment caused by combustion products released from

the fire causing damage, and possible loss of safe shutdown functions.

!

2. The spurious or inadvertent actuation of fire suppression systems resulting in the loss of safe

shutdown functions.

3. Operator effectiveness in performing manual safe shutdown actions and potential misdirected

suppression effects in smoke filled environments.

With regard to item 1 above, there have not yet been enough studies performed with respect to non-

thermal fire effects on industrial plant equipment to adequately quantify the potential problems and

identify solutions each utility should consider for those problems. The FIVE methodology does not

currently allow for an evaluation of non thermal emironmental effects of smoke on equipment. )
However, the detrimental short term effects of smoke on equipment are not believed to be significant.

|

|

|
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,With regard to item 2, NRC Staff is currently investigating this concern in Generic Safety issue 57,
"

* Effects of Fire Protection Systems Actuation on Safety Related Equipment." ladustry investigation of

75 LERs cited in the Draft NUREG/CR 5432 prepared by Sandia National Laboratory as instances of'

inadvertent actuations found only 13 involved damage to safety related equipment. Of these 13 events,
~

none involved a situation where the redundant equipment was lost, much less loss of safe shutdown

capability.
,

Nevertheless, the FIVE methodology includes, as part of the Phase 111 Walkdown Verification Checklist,

a plant specific evaluation'of the susceptibility of both trains providing a safe shutdown function being

simultaneously damaged from inadvertent actuation of one suppression system. Specifically,in the event {
.

: suppression coverage could reach equipment of both safe shutdown trains, the analyst should assess the'

susceptibility of the safe shutdown equipment to damage from the suppressant.

With regard to item 3 on operator effectiveness, demonstrations of operator action effectiveness, most -

. likely conducted as part of the Appendix R analysis, must have included an evaluation of the capability

,to perform' safe shutdown manual actions should operators have to pass through or perform manual -

actions in plant areas where fire or smoke may be present. If potential smoke filled conditions are
!

'

expected, adequate operator ahls aua be provided to allow the operator to perform his tasks.g

D Operator aids may include such things as:

1. Color coded equipment to better allow the operator to identify equipment locations.

2. Portable lights for operator use if he must pass through areas darkened by smoke or use ang

alternate route to avoid the smoke.-

: 3i SCBA and other protective equipment for operators with corresponding training 4

- In accordance with Appendix R, all plants are required to develop safe shutdown procedures for any fire

(, , area requiring implementation of alternative shutdown capability. Implementation of alternative safe

p ishutdown capability is generally a more difficult evaluation than that associated with using the typical

safe shutdown systems, hence the need for procedures. If .he operators have been trained in the use

of these procedures, the plant should be able to demonstrate that the operators are awara d *

L conditions they could expect when required to implement the procedures during a fire.

,
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The items in item IV of the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study Evaluation (Attachment 10,5) are presented

to show that the plant has evaluated these concerns.

Issue 6 - Control Systems Interactions

The intent of this issue is to verify the ability to achieve safe shutdown from either the control room or

remote shutdown panel cannot be threatened by a single fire. The primary concern is for plants which

do not have independent " remote" control or monitoring circuits. The NRC staff would like to verify

that one fire would not disable control room control of these circuits because they were split off from

the control room feeder circuit and not run separately outside tiac control room fire area.

Plants which do not have independent " remote" control and monitoring circuits independent of the ,

control room must review their Appendix R analysis to verify that safe shutdown circuits have been

located physically independent of, or ;an be isolated from the control room foi an exposure fire that

causes a kiss of control from the co t<.n ra m.

4
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8.0 .H{ASE Ill FIVE METIlODOLOOY WALKDOWN/ VERIFICATION

The purpose of this phase in the methodology is to walkdown/ verify the plant to gather data and confirm

information and assumptions made while performing Phase 11 and completing the Sandia Fire Risk Scoping

Study Evaluation. A walkdown/ verification guide is provided in Attachment 10.6 as an outline for

performing the plant walkdown and records review of plant fire areas. Documentation of previous

walkdowns and evaluations which address the referenced concerns may be used to satisfy those concerns

where applicable.

The FIVE methodology project team should perform the walkdown/ verification to review whether or not

their assumptions and calculations, particularly fire barrier effectiveness, can actually be supported by the

physical conditions that exist in the phnt.

This will require taking each of the Phase 11 Fire Compartment Critical Screen Data Sheets and associated

Critical Combustible Data Sheets into the plant. The data sheets will be used to gather necessary data to

verify data compiled from drawings or other past studies and to examine potential fire vulnerabilities

revealed through performing the evaluation. The practicality of possible alternative corrective actions to

:eJccc :hase vulnerabilities should also be reviewed during this phase.

8.1 p_gentpentation for the IPEEf

The implementation of the FIVE methodology should be documented in a traceable manner to prmide

the basis for the Gndings. This can be dealt with mnst efficiently by a two-tier approach. The first tier

consists of the results and conclusions of the plat specific application of the FIVE methodology which

will be reported to the NRC for review. The second tici is the documentation of the process itself(e.g.,

detailed worksheets for each analyzed compartment), which should be retained by the licensee for the

duration of the license unless superseded.

These documentation recommendations provide guidance for documenting the plant's IPEEE for fire

using the FIVE Methodok>gy. These recommendations are not intended to supercede or conflict with

the NRC Staffs submittal and documentation requests that are to be finalized in Generic letter 88-20,

' Supplement 4 and/or NUREG-1407,

1

I
l

!

l
|

|
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8.1.1 First Tier Docum_entation to the NRC

The following items sitould be included in the documentation forwarded to the NRC:

1. Major ress.Its of the fire IPEEE and conclusions concerning potential fire induced vulacrabilities

and their disposition.

2. A list of fire areas screened out during Phase I process and a brief explanation justifying the

decision to screen out. Table 1 in Attachment 10.1 could be used to support this

documentation.

3. A list of assumptions made during the course of the implementation that differ substantially

from those discussed in the FIVE report and a brief discussion justifying these assumptions. 4

4. A list of the fire compartments with the highest value of the paramet>r F, computed in

Phase 11 (Section 6.0).

5. The worksheets utilized to docement utility consideration of the applicable Sandia Fire Risk

Scoping Study issues. (Attachment 10.5)

.

6. A list of documents used as reference to evaluate parameters used in the study (e.g. Appendix

R documentation) or supporting r sumptions made in the study (e.g. Admin. procedurcs, fire

brigade training guidelines, response to I&E Notice 83-41, etc.).

7. A description of the plant specific initiating events database if a plant specific database is

selected instead of the generic database proposed in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 of attachment 10.3.

3.1.2 Second Tier Documentation for Plant Reference

The followieg documentation should be retained by the utility:

1. Worksheets developed for each analyzed Gre compartment (See Attachment 10.2 and Fire

Modelling Worksheets, Attachment 10.4).

2. Worksheets developed to evaluate the Sandia's Fire Risk Scoping issues (Attachment 10.5).

3. Ilasis for working assumptions differing from those made in the FIVE document.
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4. Interviews with operators, fire inspectors, etc. leading to the determination of quantitative

information (e.g. parameter p in Section 63.7.2 Step 3.6).

5. Walkdown finding

6. Hemedial actions to climinate potential vulnerabilities.

7. List of supporting documentation references (Appendix R, etc.)

8. List of planned plant rnodifications at the time the study is performed and for which credit is

taken in the study,

.
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10.6 Phase !!! Walldown Verification Evaluation

10.7 Nomenclaturc
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flVE PLANT SCREENING GUIDE
PHA$E I -

$1GNiflCANT FIRE AREA SCREEN

,
- - - -

|

ITEM INFORMATIDW RES M Cl$

$tep it identify Plant Fire Areas |
|

1.1 List att plant fire areas down Coluin B in Table 1 Fire Haterd Analysis i

!based on the fire area Definition 2.2. Plant Fire Protection / Architectural Drawings
Penetration Seat / Fire Door / Fire Camer Survellterge |

1.2 Fire Barrier Quellficati W Procedures

e, is each fire area barrier included in the plant's Plant Fire Protection suaveillance Procedures
surveillance program for inspection of fire
barrier ard barrier co ponents?

1. fire danpers
2. fire penetration seats
3. firs doors

SoMia scoping $tudy Checklist
b. Con the plant verify their fire terrier

qualifications and ef fectiveness. See $ardia
scoping Checklist issue 11,

c. If a or b is "No" then credit cannot be taken for
these fire barriers.

jitp_2: Identify Ptont Saf e Shutdown System

List all the safe shutdown systems associated with the Apperdi x R Sa f e Shutdown Report
Appendix R shutdown paths along the tcp row in Table 1
and down Coturn B in Table 2.

jupj Perform Fire Ares vs. Safe Shutdown System $Creen

3.1 f or each fire area listed in Colum 0 of Tabte 1, place
an "x" in each cotum corresponding to the safe
.hdown system (s) associated with egalpnent, cables or
components located in that fire area,

4

3.2 For each fire area in Table 1, eveluate whether either fill in Table 1
of the following conditions are true. If true, the

x should be placedfire area can be screened out. An a"

in Colunn C if the fire area can be screened out. The
basis for screening should be listed in Coturn D (e.g.

"a" no saf e shutdown equipnent.)

a. There are no safe shutdown systes equipment,
cables or conponents in .as fire area.

b. There are at least jywg independent alternative
shutdown trains or paths located outside this fire
area that could replace tht ' ction of tho
listed in this fire area.

Step 4: Perform Fire Ares vs. Safe Shutdown knetion Ceconcison

4.1 For each fire Area listed in Colunn B of Table 1, Review Table 1
identify the type (s) of safe shutdown function (s) that
are needed to taalntain safe and stable reactor
conditions by reviewing the "A"ed systea:s in that fire
area and assuming:

a. A ftre damages all equipment, cables and
com onents in the fire area within the Appendix R Review Table 1
framework.

b. The conponent/ system prinviry Aprendin R redurdant
or alternate path outside the area is not
evaltable.
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FIVE PLANT TCREENING GUIDE
PHA$t I

' $1GNIFICANT FIR AttA SCREEN
Pa6i 2 of 2

,
. wnmusa

4

,

ITEN INFORMAflON RESOURCES
,

* 4.2 Identify Plant Systems Avellebte to Hitigate the Loss
of that safe Shuttk>wn f aiction

1

4.2.1 List any plant systems that could te used to Fault tr. from Level 1 PRA
mitigate t"t loss of that safe shutdown Meet with . lant Operators or Systems Engineers
furiction(s) alo g the top row of Table 2 in EOP's
the following order from left to rights

a. Anerdix R $afe $hutdown Systems which Appendix R $afe $hutdown Report
may be safety related, non safety or"

other systems.

b. Non Apperdin R $afety Related Systems.

c. Other plant systems

4.2.2 Place an *xd in Table 2 for each plant system Fill in Table 2
that could be used to replace the safe
shutdown function (s) in Colum B assured lost
by a fire in that fire area.

4.3 For each fire area in Table 1 evaluate k5 ether either
of the following conditions are true. If true, the fill in Table 2
fire area can be screened out and an e " placed inx
Colune) C of Table 1 for that fire area along with the

| reason f rom below in Colut:1 D (e.g. *b1" there is
Ianother plant system available outside this fire area

that can replace the loss of the safe shutdown
function (s) in this fire area).

al. There are no safe shutdown conponents in this fire Fill in Table 1 Column C ard D
area whose function (s) are needed to maintain safe
and stable reactor conditions a

b1. After reviewing fable 2, there are at least two using table 2
plant systems located outsitie this fire area that Amendix R $afe Shutdown
are available to mitigate each safe shutdown Fire Natards Analysis
function that might be lost due to a fire in this

fire area.

hote $tation nust be able to demonstrate that all cables,
equipnent and conponents associated with this mitigating
system are outside this fire area. Therefore it is
pref erable to choose Appendia R systems or other systems f or
which cable routing etc. have already been located through
the plant or that have fewer cables and support systems
whose locations can quickly and easily be evaluated.

ittpj: Cmtinue on to critical tire Area screen Phase 111

. The fire areas that are not screened out are now considered
i signi'icant fire areas.

The next step is to perform the critical fire area screen to
determine the conservative probability that a fire in any
one of these remaining significant fire areas can prevent
safe and stable reactor conditions.

This is acconplished by evaluating the pctential for a fire
initiated event within each compartment of that fire area,
(the entire fire area may make up a single fire
c ompo r tnent ) .

L

r

:
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ATI'ACilMENT 10.2 ,

PilASE 11

Fire Compartment Screening Guide
'

Table 3 Fire Compartment Ignition Source Data Sheet (ISDS)

Table 4 - Fire Compartment Critical Screen Data Sheet

Table 5 - Fire Compartment Critical Combustible Data Sheet

.

W

I
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FlVE PLANT SCRttWIOG GUIDE |

PHA$E Il
CRiflCAL FIRE COMPARTMtWT $ChttW

:lf!N 'INFORMAfl0W R[80URCil
! -(Dest Sources on Tap)'

; IWTRODV(llD!i )
1. Complete a critical screen data sheet for each fire

conportment , ia

< !

2. The following steps are provided to allow for an evaluation of
i each significant fire comp utaent. The steps can t4 conbined )in any order.- At the end of each step the fire damage 1

i frequency (F,) will te evaluated. If after any step, 7: Is 1

Less than 1E 6, that fire conportnent can be screened out. |
*

i

3. Use a blank criticat screen data sheet for each new fire 1
4

1 conpartnent. '

'

4. List the tounderles of the fire cmoertment in the space
provided or attach a copy of a plant drawing highlighting the
bounderies.4

$ ten 1 * Determine Innition Source Frecuency (FJ
' 1. List the potentist ignition sources in that fire conpartnent. Fire Materds Anotysis

Final $tR
2. Look up the typteel Ignition f requency (F,) for that tastiding Pre fire plans

or equivalent compartnent type from Reference table 1 and list
on the data sheet. Reference table 1 * Attachnent 10.3

3. If F, < 1[ 6 then screen out the cwportment. '[

tten 2 fvaluq1f Automatic Syporession Systems

1. List the types of automatic fire suppression system (s) Fire Hazards Analysis
instelled in this . fire coripartment, Plant Fire Protection Drawings

Appendix R Docunentation
2. Look up system unavailability f rom Ref. Tabte 2. Technical Specifications

3. List unavailability (P ) for each suppression system on the Reference table 2 Attachment 10.33
Date $heet,

if no automatic suppression system, or if the target can be
located directly above a comixistible (in the flunc) then P n1.a ,

If there are redundant systems, P, a product of each system .I
unavaltabitIty,

4. Calculate F, a F, a P ; -{3
,

|

If Fa is < 1E 6 then sc.cen out conpartment.

'
.

'

,i

.

I

h
'

n
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f!VE PLANT SCREENING GulDE |

PMA$E !! i4

'

CRITICAL FIRE COMPARTMENT SCREEN I
Page 2 of 4 !

) . } TDI : ' INFORMAfl0NRESOURCESL
(Best sources on Top)-

1
'

3,130 3 Evaluate Rodrt:lant/Atteenate Path Availability
l

1. On the data sheet ilst all redrdant safe shutdown systems or Appendix R Docunentation )
! alternate shutdown path systems for this compartment. WRC Final SER

2. Final (non fire) availability for each redmdant system or Front End IPE
altt+nate shutdown path from the front end IPE.

3. List these probabilities (P ) on the Data Sheet.
3

4. Calculate 7 e 7, a p33

If F is < 1E 6 then screen out conpartment.3

If IPE Data not available P e 1.3

jjfp 4 + Crittent conbustible Doosur,g

1. For each fire conpartment not yet screened conotete a Fire
Compartment Celtical Cosbustible Data sheet (CCDS Table 5) and
attach to the related Critical Screen Data sheet.

2. Lized contustibles

a. List the type and quantity of fixed cedustibles on the
CCD$. If located below targets entes distance between
target eruf combustible.

b Mark "X" next to exposed if the conbustibles are gpf
normally enclosed in a metet enclosure (eg, ott in purp,

i cables in cottd back trays with covers, cable trays wrapped
'

or enclosed with a fire rated assembly, cables coated w/
mastic material or in condult).,

a .

3, Transient Coneustibles
a

3.1 Identifv Exoceted Contustibles

a. List the expected types and quantitles.cf transient
contxJstibles that might be found in this area.

b. Does the plant ackninistratively control transient
conbustibles in this area while the plant is operating?

c. List the maximum quantity of each materlat expected in
this room without review based on the transient
contustible procedure,

d. Can conbustibles be' stored in the area without a permit
; or procedural review?

e. Mark a a next to exposed if the conbustibles are D21 keptx
In metal cabinets or approved containers when stored in
the area.

f. If contustibles can be located directly below targets
enter the distance between the expected location of the
conixJstible and the target.

4. Critical centustible toadino

,

f

, v.. c.e-m . . ~ . . . . . . . n . e-, %---& ,. . . ,_,. . .,w _.,.~,--.h. -.-m--.m,.-w -,-,-w*,,, . - , - - . . r _4=-.e n- - - - ev 4



fIVE PLANT SCREENING CUIDE
PHASE ||

CRITICAL FIRE COMPARTMENT SCREEN
Page 3 of 4

ITEM INFORMATION RESCURCES
(Best Sources on Top)

11p 5e Probability of Contustibles underneath Toroet

1. Are there procetral restrictions on the location where Transient Conbustible Procedure
corrbustibles can be stored in the conpartaent?

2. Do procedures restrict storage of transient centustibles in Transient Conbustible Procedure j

the conpartment without review by plant personnel cognlaant of
associated fire hazards through the issuance of a transient |

contustible permit or similar means? ]
I

3. If the answer to any of the questions above is N9 then the '

probability of confustibles being underneath the target should
i

be Listed as us1 on the Critical Screen Dats Sheet. J
|

If yes, corrpute u a sq. f t, exposed target /sq. f t, exposed I

floor space. I

iStep $b - Fregsency of Critical Contustible toedino i

1

1. Determine Critical contustible Loadino (CCD

Conplete the fire Hazards Evaluation Worksheet for the fire Conplete the Fire Hazards Evaluation Worksheet
conpartment . Convert the critical heat release into terms of

i

equivalent units of typical fixed or transient conbustibles i

expected in that fire conpartment.

Attach the Worksteet to the associated CCDS.

2. H sion the (F,cd

List the frequency for allowing this critical quantity of
conbustibles (calculated in 1 above) in this fire compartment
on the CCDS and Critical Screen Data Sheet,

s. If the enount of fixed ccetuatible exceeds the critical
quantity then, P, a 1

,

b. If the current transient contustible procedure attows the
critical cNantity nr if this levet always exists then
Fec, . Estimated events /yr.

c. If the equivalent amount of transient combustibles needed
to reach the critical heat release is twice that which
would ever be expected even if control procedures broke
down, then Fcci a 1/ event yr.

d1 If this quantity is possible but is controlled by the Past AWit Reports
transient ecebustible procedure, then list the ruber of Transient Confustible Procedure findings
times transient corrbustibles were found in excess of the Hc.usekeeping Surveillance findings
critical emotnt by either the NRC, QA Dept. Independent Naintenance/ Operations Interviews
auditors or plant fire protection / operations personnel.

Fec, s No./f r ( Average), or

d2 If records are not available, interview plant personnel
responsible f c.r transient contwstible and housekeeping
inspections etc. to determine the f requency that 1/2 the
critical quantity is found in the conpartment.

Icc, s Avg. No./yr

(twNlect the highest and lowest responses)

d3 If no records f omd, then asstine F = 10 events /yr.cci

Plant Housekeeping Procedure
3. Determine Insmetion Frecuency (Fw) Plant transient Combustible Survelttances

Plant Operator Tours (if appropriate)
List the regular f requency for inspection of contustibles in
this fire ccmpartment on the Critical Data Sheet. F, = No/yr.

_ - _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ - - - _ _
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'

PMSt 11 |

CRIT! CAL fikt COMPARTMENT SCRt(N
Page 4 of 4

l

ITEM - INFORMfl0N RESOURCES
(Best Sources on Top)

|

4. ggtermine Probability of contustibles telne Exoosed (c)

Are there restrictions for the storage and handling of
contustibles such as:

a. flanmoble and contustible liquids stored in approved
containers while in the conpartment,

b. storage of ordinary contustibles in aetal cabinets white
stored in the conpartment

c. all exposed transient contustibles not stored in the
conpartment and removed upon conpletion of the work.

If all of the above are "yes", then assign p = 10% = 0.1
If no, then p = 1

L*st the exposure probability (p) on the Critical Screen
Data Sheet.

5. Calculate ProbabLtity of critical Comtustible (P,)

P, a p x Fm/F, (Hot Gas Layer)

P, e p x u x Fm F. (f ransient Plunc scenario)

6. Celeutete Fire Damnoe Freauency (F )
3

F, a F3xP;3

If F, < 1E 6 screen out the fire comportnent.

If not, continue.

Ster 6 unuat Sunoression Avaltability

1. Fire damage occurs in Les6 than 30 min. P. = 50% = 0.1'

2. If fire damage not reached before 30 min., evaluate
brigade response times and preparedness using Sandia Fire Risk
Scoping Study Evaluation item III.

3. If 2 is correct, use conservative probability of P. 5

jitp 7 Evaluate Fire Vulnerabilities

1. Evaluate the f requency and probability runbers gathered in the
Fire Compartment Data Sheet for those with the greatest in @ ct.

2. Propose reconmerded changes that could change the f requency
telow 1E 6, for exenplet

Adding an automatic suppression system.*

1aproving the transient contustible procedure by increasing*

the restrictions on contustibles (type and quantity or
storage location).

Control storage of confustibles in area outside the range of*

high frequency ignition sources.

Increase Inspection Frequency*

Stco 8 Evaluate Contaireent Heat Pemovat 1 Isolation

If Fi still > 1E 6 than evalbate fire ef f ects on contaitrent
performance.

I

l me m. n m6.os. m.o

l

L
|
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TAptE 3
Fire Conpartment

Ignition Sourc3 Date $btet (160$)
_

COMPARTMENT DistRIPfl0N

Fire Conpartrent Bowdarle6

Inside Fire Areat

FIRE IGNITIDN FRt00tNCY

STEP 1.1 Selected Fire location
(Ref. Table 1.1)

STEP 1.2 Location Weighting Factor (WF )L

(Ref. Tabte 1.2)
_ __

sitP 1.3 IGNITION SOURCE WICHi!NG F ACTOR (WFgg) s $00RCl$ IN COM*ARINibf /SNRCI$ IN SitttitD LOCAtlDN

i 2
POTENilAL FIXED IGNITION $0VRCES DI$1ANCE TO # of Totel # cf WF g Ff Fgit

COMDU$11BLt lpnition Ignition =

1ARGETS Sources in Sources in A/B
Conpor tment $tl ec t t.d

(A) Location
(B)

,

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
'

9.

10.

-

TRAN$1ENT IGNITION SOURCES

1.

2.

= 3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

|-

STLP 1.4 Calculate Fire Cortpartment Fire Frequency (F ) f1

I
iFire Conpartment Fire frequency (F1) = E (Ff x WFg x WF($1 for each fire ignition source in
|e ortpar t ment .

Ff * Fire frequency from (Ref. Table 1.2)

f2 1 snit ion sourc e F ir e f requency (F g) : F g a W g x wti t

File Ref: 779S66 Table 3

.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _
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TABLE 4
,

i
Filtt COMPARTMENT CRITICAL SCREEN DATA SHEET (CSDS)a

!.

I Fire Covpartment Location:

Barrier Bomdary Description:

PROCEDURE REFERENCE DATA
_

Step 1 Determine Ignition f requency in this Conpartment Use Reference Table 1.1 Frequency of ignition
ard 1.2 and Figure 6.3.1.2 (F,) Selected for this

List F , from ISDS Cornpartnent f rom ISDS.

Conplete 150$ to Fird F,. F,=

Step 2 p Fire Ratated shutdown System Unpvaltebtityk
Redundant / Alternate Safe Shutdown Systems ($$$) $$5 Unavailability (Pp
1. 1.
2. Use Front End IPE Data 2.
3. 3.
4 4.

5.
Calculate F, = F, x P, F, e

if F, < 1E 6 Screen out otherwise continue

Step 3 Lve|unte Protwbility for Criticet combustible See Figures 6.3.3.2(a) and
topdino Domau d Pul (b)

Step 3.1 Evatuste Probabitity of Fired Ezrmure Dnmane use Figure 6.3.3.2(a) and
(r.1 FSM uorksheets 1,2 and 3

Step 3.2 (Lttermine Automla te Sumression ( As) Use Figure 6.3.5 P,=
Unovellebili ty f or Fine <1 Ccctxrntibles See Ref, Table 2
1. If no As then P , a 1
2.

Step 3.3 Determine Mantal Sumression Unavg_itebility (P ,1 Use figure (.3.5 P., =.

P., = 1 Dritts tat, S ,,1. Time for Fire Detection to e

2. Time for Manual Response t, a Total Dritts
3. Time to critical damage te,n = P., > 0.1
4. harter of dri t t s where to + t, < t ,,, =e

$. Total ruter of dritts =

a. Find Probability of Fire Sumression for Fistd P, , = P., x P,, P,, =

[mtm ure P,,

b. F ind Protmbl | i t y of fixed ErresureJ n m e P, P, = 0. P,, or 1 r, =
Use Figure 6.3.3.2(a)

Step 3.4 Evaluate Probability of Transient contustible Use Figure 6.3.3.2(b)
IrresurLP,c}

a. Find CCL Use FSM Worksheets
b. Evaluate Radiant Energy Exposure
c. Fird 0, ard Critical separation Distance

Repcot Repeat Steps 3.2 ord 3.3 for Transient Use Figure 6.3.5 and P,, =

Step 3.2 Ccorostible Exposure Ref erence Table 2
tend 3.3 P, , a P., x P, , P., =

Pv, *
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1ABLE 4

FIRE COMPARTMINT CRlf! CAL SCRf(N DATA $Ntif (CSD$)
(Contirued)

1

-

PROCEDURE refit [WCE CATA

Step 3.5 Evetuste CCt twetion

e. Fird A, Surf ace Area of Ceiling f argets Use Plant Drewings
b. Fird A., Radial separation Distance
c. Calcutete Wet Area ue
d. Calculate u = 0 + A.,

het Area

Step 3.6 Select (e) Probobility of CCL tena tremed see section 6.3.7.2 p=

-.

Step 3.7 Select (Fw) Freoxney of CCL see CCDs Fw events /yr
Use walkdowns or persornel
interviews

step 3.8 seteet L Insteetion Freeseney use Plant Procedures F, s _ inspections /yr

Step 3.9 (gitylp_tg.fg = P,. x u x o a F,oti. P an

Calculate P m a P, + P,, a P P, o a
3

Calculate F3= F2*Ps Is*

If F3 < 1 [*6 Screen out Otherwise Continue

Step 4 W ate vulnerebilit M
tveluate signifir vt 8" T "incies for sinple Recontra rd Changes to
fixes, for exanptes reduce Freq. of

vulnerability.

1. Reduce transient contestibles 1.
2. Restrict storage of contustibles type / Location 2.
3. Add suppression system 3.
4 Increase Inspection frequency

Step 5 Lveluate Contef rvent Heat removet & Isoletion tvaluate Areas F, > 1E 6

- - . . - - - . .- . - . - - - - . . _ .
.



IABLE $

fire Conpartnent
critical Codustible Dets sheet (CCDS)

fire tcmprtsent Bxntariest

Inside Fir e Areat

. = - -sa - . _ _ _

F!XfD COMB'JS11CLt$ tXPOSID QUANTIFY

1.
2.
3.
4

5.
6.
7.
B.
9.
10.

Yes/ho
Any Flantnable Liasid or Gas Storepe Vessels?

Yes/ho
if yes, are they subject to teekege (Laring
selt.mic events?

TRANS1 TNT COMBU$flBLt$ IXPO$tD QUANiliY

Expected Matinan w/o
Review

1.
2.
3.
4

5.
6.
7.

' '
2

Criticet Contustible Loading tyntuntion

1. Maxinun Heat Reteese converted to Equivalent Units of Expected 7; sed ord Transient
Ctetust ibles(cc t );

(Use Fire Hazards Lyeluotion Worksheet & Tebles)

2. $s,xted Fm

Reason

nie set non66.t ad t t s

1

- _. _ . _ _ . . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ . _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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A'ITACHMENT 10.3

PHASE Ill

Data Reference Tables

Reference Tables 1.1,1.2,2 and 3
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List of Rolorence_Iahl.cs

1. Ignition Source Frequencies

2. Suppression System Failu.e Unavailability

3. Example of Typical Transient Combustibles
.

A
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REFERI NCE tat!!E 1.1

Weighting Factors for Adjusting Generic location Fire '
Frequencies for Application to Plant Specific locations

1PIANT LOCATION Wl:lGilTING FA(TORS (WP )g

Auxiliary Building (PWR) The number of units per site and
divide by the number of buildings.

Reactor Iluilding (IlWR)2 The number of units per site and
divide by the number of buildings.

Diesel Generator Room The number of diesels and divide
by the number of rooms per site.

Switchgear Room The number of units per site and
divide by the numler of rooms per
site.

Ilattery Room The number of units per site and
divide by the number of rooms per
site.

Control Room The number of units per site and
divide by the number of rooms per
sitC.

Cable Spreading Room The number of units per site and
diside by the number of rooms per
site.

Intake Structure The number of units per site and
divide by the number of intake

#
structures.

Turbine lluilding The number of units per site and
divide by the number of buildings.

Radwaste Area The number of units per site and
divide by the number of radwaste
areas.

Transformer Yard The number of units per site and
divide by the number of
switchgards.

Plant Wide Components The number of units per r,ite.
(cables, transformers,
clevator motorr., hydrogen
recombiner/ analyzer)

!

' The analyst must identify the number of like locations when
determining the number of buildings, e.g, a 400 volt load center is
"like" a switchgear room.

2
Reactor building does not include containment i

|
.
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KITir.RINQlTAll!1t l.2

l' ire Igmitke Sources and l'requenrecs
lly Applicable I'lant location

,

IGNinON
SOURCE

PLANT LOCATION 11RI:IONinON SOURCE Wi!!GIII1NG 11Rl! l'RI5 QUI'NCP8
I ACTOR Ml'IllOD

3
Autihary lluildmg l'.lcetncal cabinets 11 20 t IU
fPWlO Pumps 11 1.9 10'

Rehetor fluildm/ 13cetrical cabinets II 49110'
(llWit) l'u m p 11 2.5 IU'

Dicact Generator Diesel generators A 2.5 a 10 '

Room 13ectncal c>abinets A 23 x 17 '
.

3
Switch car Room 13ectncal cabinets A 14 a 10

t

Itattery Ibum Itatte nes A 3.1 a la '
-

3A 93 * 10Control Room 13cetnca! cabinets
,

Cable Spreadmg I:lectrical cabinets A 3.9 : IU ',
Room

Intde Structure 13ect ncal cabine ts ! A 23aIU)
I are Pumps | A 3 9 a 10 '
Others / 3.1 a IU '

.

Tutbine Ituilding T/O Incitor li 3.9 x 10 '

T/O Oil 11 14 x la'
T/O llydrogen 11 5.4 a la '
lineetrical cabir. cts il 13 x 17 '

S
Other pumps 11 7.0 m IU

Main feedwater pump A 43:IU'4

Ikiilc r il 16 m 10'
l

Radwuste Area Ma.cellaneous am:pincets A B.5 x 10 '
_

Transformer Yard Yard transformers propagating to Tuttiine
lluilding A 3.9 a 17 '

Yard transformers (l.OSP) A 16 a IU f
| Yard transformers (Other0 l' l.5 x IU '

Plant Wide lire protection panets l' 23 x IU'
Comionents RPS MG sets ! 5 4 x IU'

Nonquahned cable run I: 6.2 a IU '
Junction hos/ splice in non4)uali6ed cable E 16 X 10''
Junction lxu in qual: Sed cane E 16 X IU'

3
Transformers l' ?.B X IU
Iktiery Chargers F 3.9 X IU '
Off gas /ll, Recombmer (llWR) O B 4 X IU'
ilydrogen Tanks O 31XIU'
Other Ilydrogen Fires C 3.1 X 17 '

3Gas Turtunes O 3.1 X 17

Air Compressors l' 4.7 X IU '
2

Ventialation Subsysterns l' 93 X IU
1: levator motors l' 6.2 X IU '
Drye rs 1 8.5 X IU '
Transients' * D 14 X IU '
Cable 6res caused by weijin/ C 5 6 X 17 '

iTransient i..u caused by wenJmg and cuttm/ C 2.8 X 10

- - - _ _ . -_ -__- _ _ _ - _ _ ._- ___-.__ _____________- __-_ _ _ _ ___ _ _ ________ _



Foot Notes and notes for Table 1.2

I Frequencies are per reactor year unless otherwise noted

2 F rc frequencies are per fraction of ignition sources per year

3 Fire frequency represents one event. T: :hirteen transient events which occurred during power operation
are considered by the weighting factor.

d Fire frequency represents years at power operation.

5 Fire frequency represents an estimate 130 gas turbine operating years.

Notes for Ignition Source Weighting Factor Method;

Zonc specific ignition sources should be verified in the Phase til walldown. In Phase 11, values can be estimated
using methods other than direct counting, including engineering judgement. Attempt to estimate values within
about 25%

A No ignition source weighting factor is necessary

H Obtain the ignition source weighting factor by dividmg the numl":t of ignition sources in the fire area by the
number in the selected location.

C Obtain the ignition source weighting factor by calculating the inverse of the number of Appendix R fire areas
in the location for which this fire ignition t.ource could be present. Exclude any areas contained in other
locations in this table.

D Obtain the ignition source weighting factor by summing to D factors for ignition sources which are allowed
in the 7one and dividing by the number of zones in the locations in this table For exampic, if cigarette
smoking is prohibued do not include the cigarette rmoking factor in the calculation. The factors are;

Cigarette Smoking 3*
,

o Extension Cord 3
* licater 2
* Candle 2

Overheating 2*

Ilot pipe 1*

Overheating addresses errors while heating potential combustibles, e.g., battery terminal grease.

Obtain the i ;nition source weighting factor by dividing the weight (or (llTUs) of cable insulation in area byE t
the total weight (or llTUs) of cable insulation in Appendix R fire areas not including fire areas in either the
radwaste area or the containment. Cable insulation weight (or IITUs) are provided hi Appendix R
combustible loadings. (Junction boxes and splices are assumed to be uistributed in proportion to the amount

of cable.)

F Obtain the ignition source weighting factor by dividiug the number of ignition sources in the fire area by the
total number in all the locations in this tabic.

G Obtain the ignition source weighting factor by dividing the number of ignition sources in the fire area by the
total number in all plant locations including locati,ns that were not specified in this table.

.
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1REFERENCE TAllLE 2

AUTOMATIC SUPPRESSIDN SYSTEM UNAVAILABILITY

System Type Unavailability Probability of System
-_

4
Wet Pip: Sprinkler! 2.0 x 10

d 2
Preactic n Sprinkler 5.0 x 10

Deluge Sprinkler 5.0 x 10 2d

2 4.0 x 10 2CO2

llalon 5.0 x 10-23

Redundnnt Systems:
Failure Prob. of Iloth Systems = Prob. of

System 1 x Prob. of System 2.

3 Principle Wet Pine Data Sources

NFPA, " Automatic Sprinkler Performance Tables 1970 Edition *, NFPA Fire Journal, July,1970

Marryat, II.W., Fire: A Century of automatic Sprinkler Protection in Australia and New Zealand 18S6 -
1986, Australian Fire Protection Association, Melbourne, Australia, Rev. Ed.1988.

Powers, W.R., " Sprinkler Experience in fligh. rise Ilu:klings (19691979), *SPFE Technology Report 791,
Society of Fire 1 otection'Enginects, lloston, MA..

2 flint.jple CO Data Source 33

Steciak, J. and Zalosh, R.G., "A Reliability Analysis of flalon 1301 Systems in Computer Rooms,' to be
presented at th' ASTM Symposium on Fire lla7ard and Fire Risk Assessment, December 3,1990, San
Antonio, Texas.

Stronach, R.I., * Reliability of Carbon Dioxide Extinguishing Systems? presented to the Fire Suppression
Systems Association, Italtimore, MD, at the Annual Meeting. January,1987.

3 Princinle IIalon Data Sources

Maybec, Walter W., * Summary of Fire Protection Programs of the United States Department of Energy,
Calendar Year 1987,* U.S. Department of Energy, Frederick, MD, August,1988.

Miller, MJ. U.S. Navy and FMRC, "The Reliability of Fire Protection Systems," AIChE Loss Prevention
Symposium, November 11 15, 1973.

4 Data gathered primarily from Nuclear Plant Experience under EPRI Contract No. 3114 29, " Fire Events
Database".

NOTE: Many of the automatic system faihires including all deluge and preaction system Nuclear Plant
experience were manually actuated beally. This ability to recover operation of the suppression systems
may be credited in the manual response evaluation.

|

|
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RIQ1tRINOt TA111.!! 3

EXAMPLl! OF 'IYPICAL TITANS!!NT COM11US11titES

Definitun Combustible matenah brought into an area Typical Units Density Net IIcat of
that are not normally kept in the area Convenion Combustion If!V/lbm

1. Paper Ttutts

2. Geaning bhtnts (Acetone, Mmeral spirits)

3. Radiation Protection Cathing (Paper coveralls,
Rubber txotics, Gloves, llats.)

=

4. Combustible Scaffolding

5. Radiation Protection Change Out Areas / Step Off Pad
Gothing ihns

6. Lubncating Oi'

7. Dry Ion lichange Resins in Cardtmard Drums

B. Wooden Pallets

9. Cable '>r Ww=Jen Spools

10. Paint

11. Plastic Shecting

12 Parts Storage in Combustit'le Cartons

13. lup

tile Ref: WP51\EPRI.Il

o

_ _ - . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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ATTACHMENT 10.5

Sandia Fire Risk Scoping Study Evaluation
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ATTR!aufts OF ADEuuATE FIRE PROTICTION P9Ky.stAN

1. SEISMIC / FIRE IWititAQ,T138

itjple/FireInteractions
4

1. Selsmically Irduced Fires:
i

' As part of the selsmic assessment walkdown, verify hydrogen or other flannable pas or liquid storage vessets in
-

areas with selsmic safe shutdown or safety related equipment are not subject to leakage under selsmic
conditions. Exa@|es would te Imroperty anchored hydrogen or oxygen bottles, hydrogen tanks used for primary
coolant chemistry control, etc.

2. -Seismic Actuation of Fire suporession Systems

As port of the selsmic assessment, verify that the design of water suppression systems conalders the 'ef fects, if,

appropriate, of inadvertent suppression system actuation and discharge on that equipment credited as part of the
seismic safe shutdown path in a margins assessment that was not previously reviewed relative to the Internal
flooding analysis or concerns such as those discussed in hRC I & E information Notice 83 41.

3. -Seismic Degradation of Fire suppression systems

As part of the seismic assessment walkdown, verify fire suppression syste e have been structurally installed in
1

accordance with good industrial practice ord reviewed for seismic considerations such that suppression system
piping ard components will not f all and damage safe shutdown path components nor is it likely that leaking or
cascading of the suppressant wilt result.

11. FIRE BARRifR QUALIFICATION}_

| Fire Barrit-ra

1. Fire barriers and components such as fire da mers, fire penetration Seats and fire doors for fire barriers
considered in the'FIVE Methodology are included in the plant surveillance program.

Fire Doors

2. A fire door inspection and maintenance program.

,

Penetration Seel assenblies

3. A penetration seal inspection and surveillance program.

4. Fire barrier penetration seals have been Installed and maintained to address concern 3 such as those identified
in NRC Information Notice No. 88 04

Fire Damnets '

$. An Inspection and maintenance program for fire da mers.

6. Damer instattations address concerns such as those identlfled in WRC Information Notice No. 89 52, " Potential
Fire Damper Operational Problems," dat$d June 8,1989 and NRC Information Notice ho. 83 69, "Imfoperty
Installed Fire Damers at Nuclear Power Plants," dated October 21, 1983.

-

Page 1 of 3
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ATitlIUTIB 0F ADimRTE FIK Pe0TECTION PtolRMt

Ill. MMUAL FIKflGNilWG IFFECilVEK55

PcDottino Fires j
!

1. Appropriate plant personnet ktowledgeable in the use of portable fire extinguishers.

2. Portable extinguishers located throughout the plant.

3. A plant procedure for reporting fires in the plant, l

4. A plant comunication system that includes contact to the control room,

fire Brinade

1. ' A fire belgade made up of at least 5 tralned people on each shift?

2. The brigade leader arW at least two other brigade members on each brigade shif t are knowledgeable in plant
systems ord operations?

3. Each brigade menber receives an annuet review of physical cordition to evaluate his ability to perform fire
fighting activities.

4. Minimtn equipnent provided for the brigade includes the followings

a. Personal protective equipnent such as SCBA, turnout coats, bootse gloves, and hard hats. j

b. Emergency comunications e4Jipnent,

c. Portablu tights.

' 'd .' * Portable ventilation equipment.
M

e. Portable extinguishers.

Fire Bricode Trainino

5. Brigade members receive an inittel classroom instruction program consisting of the followings

a. Review of the plant fire fighting plan and identification of each Irdividual's responsibilities.

b. Identification of typleal fire hazards and associated types of -fires that may occur in the plant.

c.- Identification of the location of fire fighting equipnent end f amiliartration with the layout of
the plant including access and egress routes.

d. The proper use of evaltable fire fighting equipmerit and the cortect method of fighting each type-
of fire. The types of fires covered should include fires in energized electrical equipment,-
fires in cables and cable 4reys and fires involving flamable and combustible liquids and gases.

The proper use of ccanunication, Lighting, ventilation, and emergency breathl'ng equipment.e.

f. Fighting fires inside buildings and confined spaces.

g. . Review of fire fighting strategies and procedJres.

Page 2 of 3
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ATTRlbOTES OF ADieuATE FIRE PROTFCTION PROGRAM

Practice

6. Fire brigade menbers receive hands on structural fire f tphting training at least once per year to provide
experience in actual fire extinguishnent and the use of emergency breathing apparatus.

Dritts

7. Fire brigade deltts are perforraed in the plant so that each fire brigade shif t can practice as a team.

8. Drills perforned at regular intervals for each shif t fire brigade.

9. At least one unamomeed fire dellt for each shif t fire brigade performed pr year.

10. At least one dritt per year performed on a atiackshift" for each shift fire belgade.

11. Dritts pre planned to establish training objectives and critiqued to determine how well the training objectives
have been met?

12. At least triemially, an unannounced dellt is perforced for and critiqued by quellfled individuals independent of
the liscencee's staff.

13. Pre-fire plans are developed for safety related areas of the plant (as a minimum).

14 The preaffre plans are updated and used as port of the brigade training.

15. Fire brigade equirment is maintained.

' Pecords

*
16. Records are provided for each fire brigade member demonstrating the minimum level of training and refresher

training has been provided.%

iv. TOTAL EuvlRONMENT IQUlPMfhi SURVIVAL,

Operetor Action !f fectiveness

1. There are safe shutdown procukJres identif ying the steps for planned shutdown when necessary In the event of a
fire.

2. Operators receive training on these procedures.

.3. !f in performance of these proccoures operators are expected to pass through or perform manual actions in areas
that may contain fire or snoke suitable SCBA equigment and other protective equipnent are available for operators
to perform their function.

V. CtalTROL SYSTrMs INTFRACTI0ms

1. Safe shutdown circuits are physically independent of, or can be isolated from, the control room for a fire in the
control room fire area.

Page 3 of 3
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ATI'ACHMENT 10.6

PHASE III

Walkdown Verification Evaluation
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FIVE PLAffT SCREENING GUIDE
PHASE !!!

WALKDOWN VERIFICAfl0N CHECK LIST

ITEM : REFERENCE

1.0 INTRODUCTION

l
' 1. Use the following in reviewing the data compiled in the Phase 11 screening

methodoIogy.

The guide will provide a list of items to consider when walking down each fire
cceportment data sheet.

2. Af ter reviewing the data sheet for a specific fire conportment during the plant
walkdown, if any data is found incorrect or missing, the necessary changes
should be made on the Phase 11 data sheets.

Phase !!!
Step i

2.0 IGNITION SOURCES

1. CNerk f or any ignition sources in this fire conpartment that could significantly
change the probability of fire occurrence in this area as conpared to the types
of ignition sources already listed in the critical screen data sheet.

Phase 11
2. If there are, on the critical screen data sheet list the new potential ignition Step 2

sources or delete ignition sources if they no lon0er exist.

3.0 FIRE PROTECilON SYSTEMS

1 Review and verify the existence of Fire Protection Systems listed on the Sandia Study
critical screen data sheet for this fire cccpartment. Add or delete to this Evaluation Issue !!
tist es appropriate.

4.0 FIP_E BARRIER oVAtlelCATIONS
' Def. 2.2

1. For fire areas screened out in Phase 1 (Table 1): Def. 2.3

a. Verify the fire barriers, and fire dampers, fire doors and penetration
seats for this fire area are being maintained under the plant survoittance
and maintenance program (See SANDI A Scoping Study Evaluation),

2. Verify that the boundaries identified for this fire area /conpartment satisf y the
expectations in the critical screen data sheet meanings

a. Fire areas appear to satisfy the definition for fire area and fire neer
ta ndaries,

b. Fire conpartment boundaries satisfy the definition f or fire conpartment as
identified in this methodology. Take into consideration anticipated smoke
movement with respect to barriers and openings in the compartment.

.

. . _ . _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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! FIVE PLANT SCREENING GUIDE
PHASE 111

WALKDOWN VERIFICATION CHECK LIST

ITEM REFERENCE'

5.0 ffq11LAL COMBUSTIBLE LOADlkG Phase !!
Step 4

Table 5 CCDS
1. Fixed Cectivstibles

identify any additional fixed contustibles located in this conpartment that are not
listed on the critical screen data sheet.

Dv visual conparison, the cpantities in Table 5 CCDS should appear to represent those Sandle Study
which are located in the field. Evaluation lasue !

Identify any flammable licpid or gas storage vessels (e.g. H;)? and whether these
vessels are subject to leakage under seismic conditions?

List this inf ormetion in Table 5 of the critical conbustible data sheet and verif y the
response to issue 1.3 of the Sandia Scoping Study Evaluation.

Phase !!
Step 4

2. Expected Maxhntsn Transient CcMxstibles Table 5 CCDs

Review the types of operations that are expected in this area /conpartnent. Identify
any expected transient cortostibles in the area that were not considered in the
critical screen data sheet.

By visual comparison, the estimatt-d quantities listed in the critical screen should
data sheet appear to be appropriate for the operations in this compartment.

Verify the approximate distance between fire sources and targets is correct.
Attachment 10.4

Revise the rubers estimated as appropriate on the critical screen data sheet.

6.0 ylPlFY FIRE HA?ARDS EVALUATION WORK $kEET INDUTS (See Blank Worksheet)

1 Worst case Height of Target ebove Fire Source

a. Closest to floor for Plune Scenario

b. Closest to ceiling for bot Gas layer Scenario

2. Types of Combustibles and associated Heat Release Rates

3. Fire Location Factor

4 Compartment boundaries and construction

File Reft EPRI.lll/5.1
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- . Enclosure 2
DRAFT RESPONSE TO NRC COMMENTS ON

NUMARC/EPRI FIRE VULNERABILITY EVALUATION (FIVE) METHODOLOGY

1. Successive Screening Criteria

Comment;_ The staff believes that the successive-screening approach in
FIVE methodology can be viable approach _ for accomplishing the objectives
of the fire IPEEE. The screening method has been structured such that
it has taken advantage of past PRA insights. It is important, however,
that the~ guidance should provide documentation and traceability-

requirements.

Response: We agree with the recommendation. A section on documentation ~
has been added in Phase III.

2. Screening Criter_lon

-Comment: The choice of IE-6 per year frequency as the screening
criterion .is considered acceptable. The Staff recognizes that for the
purposes of identifying fire vulnerabilities, the 1E-6 range is about. as
1_ow as the methodology can support well. Nevertheiess, it is important-

to recognize that systems, components, and procedures could contribute
-to many sequences and result in a substantial cumulative effect.
' Screening procedures should consider the ' potential cumulative effect of
dominant contributors, and uncertainties.

Response: The comment is phrased in terms of a PRA analysis. The FIVEz

methodology does not Ventify " sequences" leading to core melt'and-

therefore cannot ideni.ify such cumulative effects. The same comment
applies to uncertainties. FIVE is not meant to be a PRA. Nevertheless,

=we consider the threshold value of IE-6 per year to be already
. conservative ~ for several reasons. First-, it is implicitly assumed in
the FIVE methodology that losing a safe shutdown component or system
will lead to a core melt event. In practice,-it is not likely the
conditional-probabil,ity of core melt would have a value-of unity..

Second, the fire modeling techniques employed in' FIVETassume
instantaneous fire growth to the maximum heat release rate. Therefore,

-the lack of treatment of uncertainties or cumulative effects should-not-
'be considered shortcomings.

3. Reliance on Appendix R-Type Compliance and Documentation

Comment: The_ utilities' attempt to_ reduce the cost of_the IPEEE-
.analysestby utilizing Appendix R documentation is judged to be
acceptable, not' only because their own in-hous~e staff will be familiar
with this documentation but also because it is an excellent starting.
point _for any follow on analysis..

However, it is very important that the methodology guidance strongly
exhort the analysts to check or validate this prior requirements will
usually be acceptable to prevent fire spreading, but occasionally it.n
won't be.

1
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Also, _ the -plant must be analyzed "as is". For IPEEE purposes, an
exemption to the NRC regulations does not constitute an exemption to the

-'IPEEE- and the "as built" condition must be modeled in the analysis;

Resoonse: We agree with the comment that the plant must be analyzed "as
is". A statement clarifying this point has been added at the end of-

Section-1.0 and Section 4.1. '

4. Screening Approach for Non-Fire-Affected Function / Systems "

Comment: In the proposed system screening in FIVE, a fire area can be
screened out if two independent means of achieving safe shutdown can be
shown to. exist- assuming that the postulated fira will damage everything
within its own area. This is not acceptable. With today's

. u'nderstanding.of system behavior, mostly derived from PRA studies,
- potentially important scenarios exist that would be-screened out using
the proposed approach. The PRA literature'has several examples of
sequences of this_ type with frequencies much higher than IE-6 per year.
The reliability and the availability of the two independent means of
safe shutdown ' alternatives must be assessed rather than assuming it sas
adequate. An. unavailability of.the two systems, taken together, of
IE-6 per year is_the logical choice, given the NRC's reporting-

criterion.

An approach suggested by-Dr. R. Budnitz during the meeting of August 16, |
1990 is a reasonable alternative. The suggested approach is to use the '

1

models and' frequency numbers acquired from-the-internal events IPE _as
the method for determining whether the rest of the plant, outside Se-
fire damaged area, can adequately bring the plant to a safe shutdown.
The principle advantages are that (1) the use-of the-IPE _is more<

-rigorous and_ thorough than the use of an arbitrary deterministic
. ..

criterion such as the two-separate-systems criterion; (2) in most-cases,
the models|and data should be readily available; 'and (3) decision-
making about1what to fix, if anything, can be more rational if. the<

insights from the IPE are available. (It should be noted, however, that
in cases involving' the remote shutdown panel, explicit quantification-
may be necessary if not performed as part of the IPE.)

If a potential vulnerability were to be identified by this process, it
would involve fire-caused and non-fire-caused failures together. Such
accident sequences can be fixed either by addressing- the fire-aspect, or-

'the non-fire aspect,: or both. Surely the broader perspective 'can be of
great be'nefit-to-decision-makers.

Resoonse: -We have elected to delete the step from Phase I (Section-5.3)
-that allowed the screening out of an area if-two other -independent means
of achieving safe shutdown-existed. While the' approach suggested by Dr.
Budnitz is appealing, investigation-revealed the necessary
quantifications would unduly complicate whet was -intended to-be- a quick,
-qualitative screening process. Although we consider the suggestion
impractical relative to the intent and structure of the Phase I-

| screening, the use' of IPE models and frequency values may very well-
| enter into a plant-specific decision-making process when evaluating
L potential vulnerabilities identified during Phase II.

2
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5. Fire Fighter Effectiveness

Comment: The guidance (page 41) on determining the time required for
manual firefighters to arrive at and to control a fire is difficult to
follow, and seems to have errors. It is important thtt the analyst be
told that the relevant elapsed time is the time from fire initiation
until the fire is controlled.

Also, the current text is confusing about how to determine from " data"
the likelihood that firefighters can reach a given area before the fire
has spread. The section describing use of drill data is particularly
hard to understand. The guidance should be made much more explicit
here, including a warning about difficulties in using or combining
surprise-drill, planned-drill, and other information. The impact of
heat and smoke on manual firefighting effectiveness, the fire fighter
preparation time, and the time needed to locate the fire in a smoke
filled environment should all be considered (page 42).

Response: We agree that the relevant elapsed time is the time from fire
initiation until fire is controlled. The proposed method is, however,
conservative because we assume virtually no fire growth time (the fire
is assumed to have reached its maximum intensity instantaneously.)

A clarification has been added to confirm that the response time (t,)
should include both the time to arrive on the scene and the time to
control the fire. Determining this response time is, however, a
difficult issue which has not been completely resolved. Past PRAs,
including the fire PRA proposed in NUREG-1150 do not provide useful
guidance. The best available plant specific " data" would be from
drills. We recognize that this data is not perfect but it is better

i than no data. We do not believe, on the basis of discussions with fire
protection specialists, that there is a significant difference between
" unannounced" drills and other drills. Fire brigades are usaally
composed of personnel who have other duties at the plant. When a drill
is initiated they would still have to dress into their protective
clothing and assemble their gear. The time difference between
unannounced drills and anticiphted drills seems minor relative to the
time to assemble, don protective gear and set up at the scene of the
postulated fire. We have emphasized the value of the former in the
revised text, but are reluctant to ignore information provided by the
latter,

Finally, we agree with the comment that - in principle - the impact of.
heat, smoke and the time needed to locate the fire in a smoke-filled
environment should be considered,.but are not aware of a good, objective
way to do it. The IPEEE is recognized by both Staff and industry not to

| be the vehicle for advancing the state-of-the-art. We have, therefore,
| provided a clear indication of these concerns in the text and exhorted

the analyst to provide a conservative estimate of the fire brigade,

i effectiveness which qualitatively includes these aspects in establishing
| brigade response.
!
l

3
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6. Non-thermal Effects-

Coment: There is. no methodology that could be used today for
assessing, with any degree of reliability,-the non-thermal effects of
fires,-such as from spreading smoke. The quantitative analysis of such
effects is not feasible today, and indeed the insights available on a |
qualitative-level are not very-robust. i

Nevertheless, the existence of such potential effects is something that
can often be identified by the analyst. It is prudent that the guidance
provide instructions to identify such situations, even though the
, analysis of their effects cannot be done. This identification will .
-assist decision makers, either in the utility or_in NRC, who may be
faced with determining which of several available remedies might best '
improve the plant's resilience against fires.

Response: We agree with the comment that non-thermal effects are
impossible to analyze with today's technology. The best that can be
done is to alert analysts to incorporate their best judgement in
analyzing potential operator actions where smoke might be present.
Section-4.2.2 has been revised to include this point.

7.- Thermal . !gnition1 Threshold for Cables

Comment: 1700-degree. F is cited as a threshold for cable damage (page <

31).- This value-is appropriate for certain type cables, however, there
is no_ discussion about the thresholds for other electrical components,
such as integrated circuitry and components using integrated circuits,
. penetration seals or other types of cables. The use of a single cal -
damage threshold across the board sounds inappropriate considering that
some _ cables are qualified and other are not.

' Response: . The use of a_ single threshold for electrical equipment is
consistent with past fire PRA practice. All fire PRAs that we have
surveyed provide similar guidance in this. respect. Should Sta.ff-be,
aware of other suitable data, we would consider it and, if appropriate, 1
incorporate it into the methodology as an additional table. '

8. _Self-Ignited ~ Cable Fires

|- Comment: There seems -to be some inconsistency with regard to self-
~

,

f Lignited cable fi'res. On page 30, it is stated that self-ignited cable |
fires can be ignored. However, Reference Table -1.2 of Attachment 10.3. -iR

_

specifically identified cables as potential fire ignition sources for.
several plant areas, implying that some analysis is needed.

The Staff believes- that self-ignited cable fires.can be ignored for1
plants which can: verify that all- cables in a given area are certified
IEEE-383 low flame -spread cables -because testing has demonstrated that
self-induced fires in such cables are not likely to spread beyond.the
tray of origin. However, plants which cannot verify the presence of
only certified cables should consider the impact of self-induced fires
as stated in Reference Table 1.2 of Attachment 10.3.

4
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-Response: Reference Table 1.2 of Attachment 10.3 includes cables as an
entry to be complete. The data indicates a likelihood of initiation of
a self-ignited cable- fire on the order of 6E-3 per reactor year. Yet,
when considering the weighting factor for cable in a given fire ,

'compartment, which is the cable insulation weight for the particular
compartment being evaluated divided-by the total cable insulation in
Appendix R ~ fire areas, excluding the cables in the turbine building and
containment, the weighting factor is on the order of five percent or
less. The resulting frequency of- self-ignited cable fires for any given
area is well below that of other sources. Therefore, development of. a
procedure for self-ignited cables, whether they are-certified or not, is
unwarranted. This assumption is consistent with all fire PRAs surveyed
to date. '

_i

-9. Fire Initiation Data-
,
.

Commenti A fire-initiation database is being developed by EPRI. The
EPRI database should be presented in terms of means values. Also, since - ,

the Sandia fire events-database was utilized as the base in the
development of the EPRI database, it should be referenced. The Staff
believes that it is a good idea to develop such a common database, and
that after it is reviewed, its use will result in great economies for
the implementing utilities.

The exclusion of fire events from the database, because they occurred
t

- during construction or pre-operation phases may be reasonable., but the '

rationale or criterion for omission should be-explicitly stated .in the
methodology document.

;-

'oreign plant fire events, such as. occurred in Taiwan and Spain,. should
be examined to determine whether the insights are relevant for
consideration in the fire IPEEE.

Resnonse:- We' agree to present the data in terms of mean values and we
have referenced the very significant contribution by Sandia to this
database.

We would be1 pleased to present to -the Staff our rationale and criterion '

for excluding fire events that have occurred during construction or
.preoperation, but we do not feel that this discussion belongs in the
FIVE report.

Finally, given limited resources and time we did not pursue examination
of foreign fire events. Experience has-taught us that it takes quite a
bit of effort- to understand such an event, even when it occurred at a

-domestic plant. Obtaining 'information from operators in foreign
countries, determining whether differences -in_ design, maintenance or
operation procedures could make this fire'possible in the United States,
identifying the impact of different regulations, or the lack thereof, in
these foreign plants makes the task very difficult, expensive and at
times, frustrating. _ We-believe that NRC Information Notices are' the
appropriate vehicle for informing the utilities of any special
consideration related to these issues.

5
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10. Seismic / Fire Interactions

Comment: This issue needs careful attention. There are three principal
concerns: seismically induced fires, seismic actuation of detection and
suppression systems, and seismic degradation of detection and
suppression system. The lack of significant seismic experience in the
nuclear industry does not negate the potential risk. In the non-
nuclear industry, significant experience of this type has been
demonstrated. The Staff believes that a carefully planned walkdown of
the plant is the way to collect relevant information to address this
issue. Hence, the guidance provided in the FIVE methodology (page 56)
should be expanded to take this issue into account. However, if one
wants to address this issue from a design point of view, the option is
always open.

Response:_ A recent study of the available database, EPRI Report NP .
6989, " Survey of Earthquake-Induced Fires in Electric Power and
Industrial Facilities," clearly indicates that the concern with
seismic / fire interactions in nuclear power plants is overly estimated.
There is little evidence to suggest that a seismic event could cause a
serious fire or could cause fire equipment to initiate a transient that
would challenge the ability of the plant staff to achieve safe shutdown,
Nevertheless, the methodology calls for an evaluation of this issue
along the lines proposed by the Fire Risk Scoping Study (see Section 7.2
and Attachment 10.5 of the FIVE report). It is expected that this
explicit evaluation should be more than adequate to highlight any
potential vulnerability associated with this issue.

11. Transient Combustibles

Comment: The method of determining the frequency of critical
combustibles and inspection for such combustibles, requires
clarification. Also, the method for calculating the fraction of
transient combustibles uncovered should account for the relative size of
the transient combustibles in an exposed state.

"The probability of having a critical transient combustible fire
exposure in the compartment ..." (page 44) should read "The probability
of having a critical transient combustible fire exposure that is not
sunoressed in the compartment ..."

Response:, Following discussions with the Staff during our August 16
meeting, the frequency of inspection for transient combustibles has been
revised. It will be limited to the highest periodical inspection
directly related to fire protection or transient combustible
housekeeping (i.e. if there are weekly and monthly inspections, the
monthly inspections will be ignored for the purpose of evaluating F ;
similarly, if there are daily general inspections and weekly inspections
related to transient combustibles, the daily inspections will be ignored
because they are not specifically directed to transient combustibles).
These points have been included in Section 6.3.7.2, Step 3.8.

The size of transient combustibles in an exposed state is taken into
account in determining F (Step 3.7) but not in determining the
probability of combustiblges being exposed (the parameter p). If any,

6
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'the procedure for evaluating p is conservative since it is much .less
likely to find a critical amount.of combustible in an exposed state than
a suberitical amount.

1

Finally, the word " unsuppressed" has been added in the definition of Pu(Section6.3.7.2, Item 4),

12. Phase III Walkdown
'

Comment: The Phase III walkdown should include a check-of things
possibly missed or wrong assumptions used in the earlier Phase I and 11
analyses. Another important aspect of the plant walkdown is confirma-
tion of the adequacy of fire barriers. The walkdown should check for
missing or degraded penetration-seals, open conduits which could
-. transmit water to various locations,_ damaged -fire doors and dampers,
etc.- Credit should not be given for barriers that have not been

,

confirmed as-built, as operated. The walkdown process used to confirm
that the barriers represent the as-built, as-operated configuration
should be described as part of the submittal. Some statements should be
added to reflect these objectives and provide specific guidance.

Response: We agree with the~ Staff on the objective of Phase III, i.e.-

*

checking for things possibly missed or wrong assumptions used in the
carlier phases. The statement at the beginning of Section 8 provides
-direction consistent with the Staff comment. We disagree that the FIVE
walkdown- should also check -for degraded fire- barriers. This type of
walkdown|(surveillance)-is performed under existing regulations. It

would be . inappropriate to ask a utility to duplicate that activity under
the IPEEE. Similarly, the documentation regarding the status of these
fire barriers is maintained as part of the existing regulations and need,

nottbe duplicated.

13. Hydrogen Fires

Comment:_ Hydrogen fires from turbine-generator hydrogen cooling systems j
should:be included in the " turbine" fires listed under turbine building.,

Resoonse: - Agreed, Refere'ce Table 'I.2 has. been modified accordingly. '

L14. .P1 ant Demonstration

Comment: The plant demonstrations should provide a way to assess the !

~

validity of the "look up tables" to be used in the FIVE methodology.
This can-be.-accompl.ished by' applying both the look up tables and COMPBRN
computer code to assess the degree of agreement between them.

. Response: We do-not_ agree that the-plant demonstration is the best way_'-
-to demonstrate the validity of the "look-up tables", because a
comparison with COMPBRN in the absence of experimental data would be-
inconclusive. Instead, we intend, to perform a comparison of -the look-
up tables against the -Underwriters Laboratory /Sandia National Laboratory
(SNL)- and the Factory Mutual /SNL data. The results should be more
meaningful in terms of establishing conservatism and biases. These
results will -be documented and presented to the Staff as they become
available.

7
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15.- Secondary Fuel Sources . '

Comment: In developing the look up tables, the treatment of secondary
fuel sources (i.e.,- heat released from initial fire source causes a
combustible material at a second location to-burn, which in turn adds
sufficient heat to the overall fire to cause the environmental-
temperature at the target material _to exceed its limits) is not clearly
described.

Response: Secondary fire sources are taken into account in Section
6.3.3 (Point Source Fires). An example of how to apply the methodology

, is provided in Attachment-- 10.4 - Example 7 (page 27). We believe that
the approach is clearly described, but we would welcome any specific

-

suggestion-for improving this description.

16.- Submittal Documentation.

Comment: Include guidance on the documentation of assumptions and the
results of the- analysis. Use NUREG-1407 as a baseline to identify
documentation needs.

Eftloonse: Please see response to Comment 1.

17. Initial Screening
~

Comment: The methodology. states-that plant areas where a fire cannot
create a fire initiated event or cause the loss of safe shutdown
functions will be screened from further evaluation (page 8).

The documentation defines a fire initiated event as one that requires a
plant trip. This could result from fire induced system interactions
impacting balance _ of- plant -(B0P_) components, or operator response
-(manual trip) in response to spurious instrument readings or the fire
i tsel f. The methodology appears to focus on safe shutdown components
only,. and these by themselves may not result in a_ plant trip or fire
initiated event as defined by'FIVE. Fires that result in damage to safe
shutdown components should not be screened-out because they fail- to
generate a reactor trip but rather should be carefully evaluated and
documented in tier II.

Response: The Staff concern is.not clear to us. The impact-of
equipment unavailability caused.by fire or otherwise is already analyzed
under the internal /ents IPE. Only if the fire which causes the
unavailability of ttm equipment also causes a plant trip does it become
a matter for consideration-in the fire-induced vulnerability evaluation.
Let's consider two types of fires:

:l)- Fires that may result in a plant trip (automatic or a delayed-
manual shutdown).

2) Fires that may damage safe shutdown equipment that is not safety-
related (e.g. a fire pump or certain charging pumps) and does not
cause a plant trip / shutdown.

8
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Under normal operating conditions, placing non-safety related equipment
out-of-service (e.g. for maintenance or repair) would not result in
plant shutdown. We believe that - from a risk standpoint - the cause of
the unavailability of this type of equipment (i.e., whether or not it is
related to a fire) would not alter the consequences. Thus, a fire of
type 2 above should be treated as a typical unavailebility of this
particular equipment, and this is already taken into account in the IPE.
Hence, there is no need to repeat the analysis here. However, we
reiterate that if the operator believes there is any chance to shutdown
or trip the plant as a result of the fire, then the compartment cannot
be screened out without further analysis. This point is now clarified
in Section 4.2.1.

18. Non-Appendix R Systems

Comment: "Non-Appendix R" systems should not only meet the independence
criteria, but should include procedures for use, and should be included
in a training program. Qualification of the availability of "non-
Appendix R" systems will also have to be provided.

Response: We believe this comment was meant to address two different
facets of the FIVE methodology: (1) crediting alternative systems for
achieving safe shutdown in lieu of the damaged safe shutdown train, as
part of the Phase I screening process, and (2) credi'ing alternative
systems as a means of resolving potential fire vulnerabilities. With
our deletion of the step suggesting credit for alternative systems as
part of the Phase I screening process (see response to Comment 4), no
amplifying remarks in response to the above comment were necessary for
Section 5.3. Regarding the second facet, Section 6.3.8, Item i, has
been added that suggests the analyst consider the need to improve the
reliability of alternative trains via procedures or training.

19. Generic Fire Database

Commen1_;. We propose in the FIVE report that the Generic Fire Data Base
Reference Tables be used directly for implementation of the fire IPEEE
(page 23). The Staff believes that only in cases where plant specific
data are not available should generic data be used. An attempt should
always be made to improse the applicability of generic data to plant
specific cases through consideration of past operating experience.

Response: The application of a plant-specific database can be very
misleading. Past experience may not reflect future trends. A given
plant-may have had repeated problems with a particular electrical
component (i.e., a switchgear) and, after performing a root-cause
analysis, decides to change all components of the same type. What would
be, under these conditions, the value of the plant-specific data? For
example, consider the case of 40 year-old man who has had an
appendicitis. The " plant specific" approach would assume that man has a
probability of 1/40 to get a second appendicitis before his 41st
birthday - clearly an incorrect conclusion. On the other hand, if one

takes a sample of 100 men who are 40 years old and determine that 2 have
had appendicitis, then one can make the reasonable guess that 2/4000 men
may have the surgery within the next year.

1
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Secondly, it is highly desirable to start from a comprehensive database,'

with adequate. sampling size, that represents average trends and that
therefore has a much higher likelihood to represent. future trends. The
larger sample size has the added benefit of providing statistically more
robust values with less uncertainty than that provided by a sample of
sparse data from any given plant. In other words, the sampling basis of
a single plant may be-inadequate and could be highly misleading.

The above argument not withstanding, we believe it is incorrect to
suggest the FIVE methodology simply applies generic data directly. As
discussed in Section 6.3.1.2, fire initiator frequencies are developed
for fire areas based upon the generic data and enumeration of the plant-
specific components considered to be _ potential fire ignition sources
that'are_present-in a given fire compartment. -This allows one to
calculate a likelihood of fire initiation that reflects both the broader o

industry experience regarding fires- and the plant-specific collection of
ignition sources in a given location. The FIVE methodology does what
the Staff suggests; that is " improve the applicability of generic data
to plant specific cases."

20. Critical Distance -

-Comment: The "10 Kw/m-squared or more," should read "10 Kw/m-squared or
less." (page37).

Responsel 'We-agree that there is an ambiguity, depending on how one !

reads the sentence. The sentence has been changed to clarify the intent ;

(the sentence now reads: "If the exposure fire is located beyond the '

critical distance, such that the target will see a heat flux less than-

10 Kw/m-squared, then no damage is considered to occur".) '

21. Comment: -Page 46. Item C is Not Understandable

Response: Agreed. We_have simply eliminated this paragraph. It does
not, in practice,. serve any purpose.

-22. Availability of the Alternate Shutdown Syste:n(s)

-Commenti Although it is not mentioned, increasing the availability of'

the alternate shutdown system (s) is an important approach to reducing
fire induced core damage. frequency (page 48). Add " increase reliability
of. alternative train-|via procedures or training" as another-examples of
possible changes to consider to address a vulnerability (p.49).

Response: We agree with the comment. Section 6.3.8 has been altered
'accordingly.

23. Removing Conservatism
'

Comment: Page 49 state that: "A third approach is to further evaluate
the subject fire compartment by removing conservatism of the Phase 11
screening method." Conservatism was not defined, nor is guidance
provided on how to remove the conservatism.

10
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l Response: We agree with the comment. ' removing conservatism" has now
, been deleted and replaced with: "With more detailed analysis of the
I fire growth and propagation, and/or anavailabilities associated with the
j different factors of this methodology.*

24. Containment Performance
'

Comment: The containment needs to be assessed to determine if sequences
different from those obtained in the internal event analyses are
predicted. If they are, the internal event analyses provide the
containment insights. If different sequences are predicted, a
containment analysis, of the type done for the internal event analysis,
is required.

Response: The intent of the Staff comment, as it relates to FIVE, is
not totally clear. It appears to be oriented toward one performing a
fire PRA. From the meeting on August 16, 1990, we believe the Staff
agreed with our position that containment performance be assessed only
if warranted. With regard to the FIVE methodology, if a utility is able
to demonstrate for a tire in a particular area the likelihood of not
achieving safe shutdown is less than the threshold value of IE-6 per
year, then there is no need to assess containment performance. That
aspect of FIVE remains unchanged.

However, the Staff's comment seems to request identification of
situations in which the likelihood of not achieving safe shutdown is
greater than the threshold criteria anA the plant damage state and
remaining operable equipment may not have been previously analyzed as
part of the internal events analysis. Thus, the last parcgrcph of
Section 6.3.9 has been amended to include the following: "In
particular, fires leading to the potential loss of safe shutdown
function above the threshold value of IE-6 per year and having plant
damage states and minimum operable equipment not included in the IPE,
should be flagged for further containment analysis evaluation."

25. Attachment 10.5

Comment: Page 52 states that: " Attachment 10.5 provides a list of
typical plant attributes that would satisfy the NRC's concerns regarding
these issues (page 52)". This statement should be removed or clarified
as to how this list would satisfy NRC's concerns or resolve issues
stemming from the Fire Risk Scoping Study.

ResDv. Agreed.'
.

26. Fire Protection Systems

Comment: The assumption is made that fire protection systems (FPS) are
designed and installed " correctly" Even if FPSs are installed
according to vendor's specifications they are still subject to failures
and inadvertent actuation that may result in damage to equipment
important to safety in more than one fire area and/or in more than one
train at a time.

.
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The plant walkdown should include guidance for spotting design and
maintenance deficiencies that would allow the identification of
potential problems such as not sealed conduits, floor / wall openings,
etc.

Response: Existing procedures and regulations already call for this
type of review. We believe that a utility should simply need to
document the existence of these reviews as opposed to duplicating them
as part of the IPEEE. Should a utility identify areas or components not
previously evaluated, the methodology directs that one be performed. An
example is that contained under item 2 of the Seismic / Fire Interactions
discussion on Page 53 of the FIVE report.

27. Availability of Safety Systems

Comment: Page 14 states: "This (phase 1 method) assumes that any safe
shutdown component within the fire area of concern could be damaged, the
normal (Appendix R) alternative or redundant component or system is
unavailable for some reason other than the fire. and yet at least one
additional Appendix R system or mitigating system will be available at
the same time that could replace the function of the safe shutdown
component assumed lost in the fire. The fire area can then be screened
from further evaluation (page 14)."

Quantification of the availability of a third system following the
unavailability of the second system, should be performed and used to
justify the screening process. No credit should be given for alternate
shutdown methods that do not contain procedmes, or operator training.

Response: Please see response to Comment 4.
.

28. Browns Ferry Fire

Comment: The Staff is concerned that the inspection table proposed in
the FIVE methodology does not include a place for the Browns Ferry type
fire.

Response: The table has been revised and now provides an entry for the
Browns-Ferry , ire.

.
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